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Abstract
Australia’s 20,000+ wildlife volunteers rescue and rehabilitate native animals. They
respond to hundreds of phone calls and enquiries every day, mostly from members of
the public seeking help and advice about injured, orphaned, nuisance or unusual
wildlife sightings. In this thesis I surveyed and interviewed people who have called
wildlife rescue hotlines. This cohort appear to be interested in wildlife, highly
supportive of wildlife rescue services and willing to contribute to wildlife rescue with
time and money. There are notable gaps in their knowledge about wildlife rescue
services, such as how much government support occurs and whether wildlife carers are
volunteers or employed. The Black Summer bushfires significantly increased the profile
of wildlife rescue services and led to more financial support than the sector has ever
received before. The findings of this thesis suggest that wildlife rescue volunteers are
missing out on funding, new members and education opportunities by not tapping in to
public interest and concern for wildlife. Wildlife rescue services could adjust public
expectations and assumptions by explaining that they are not government funded or
paid for their work. Many people in the community are interested in wildlife and willing
to act in ways that support their rescue and care. Wildlife rescue groups can capitalise
on this interest using simple market research, communications and public engagement
techniques.
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Introduction
When I submitted my thesis proposal in October 2019, my research topic was ‘How can
wildlife rescue groups improve public engagement in order to increase donations,
volunteer recruitment and awareness of their work?’
Within weeks of filling in my proposal form, the Australian bushfire season came early.
Unrelenting bushfires would continue to burn across much of eastern Australia for
almost six months, a period that became known as the Black Summer. By March 2020,
the fires had burnt an estimated 18.6 million hectares of land and destroyed over 5,900
buildings (Climate Council, 2020). The fires killed 34 people and an estimated one
billion animals. Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide and Canberra were darkened by thick
smoke for weeks on end. Smoke travelled across the ocean as far as Argentina, 11,000
kilometres away (Climate Council, 2020).
People around the world were horrified by media imagery of burnt and traumatised
bushland, livestock and wildlife. Philanthropists, corporate organisations and
celebrities donated to various fundraising appeals for bushfire victims and firefighters;
estimated to total A$500 million. A report issued by the Fundraising Institute of
Australia (2020) estimated that 53 per cent of all adult Australians donated to a
bushfire appeal.
Wildlife groups received an estimated $250 million in government funding and public
donations (Fundraising Institute of Australia, 2020). For many of these groups, the only
source of income prior to the Black Summer came from selling chocolates and running
cake stalls. This formerly low-profile sector was inundated with media requests and
enquiries from potential new members. Some groups and individual wildlife carers
were forced to buy shipping containers to store the tonnes of donated medical supplies
sent from all around the world.
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The worst bushfire season in Australia’s history suddenly gave wildlife volunteers the
funding, publicity and membership boom I had wanted to help them attract. Did they
still need my help? In many ways my question has become even more important. The
underlying concerns are certainly more topical. Wildlife groups have an opportunity to
maintain the public interest that a crisis created. Just because thousands of people
donated money and medicines to wildlife rescue groups doesn’t mean we know
anything new about the public’s perceptions, attitudes or motivations. If funding and
membership are health indicators for not-for-profit organisations, what should wildlife
rescue groups do to stay healthy beyond hoping for more disasters (and that’s not
something anyone hopes for)? The Black Summer started a conversation between the
public and wildlife volunteers. I hope my research leads to recommendations about how
best to keep that conversation going.
“I became a vet because I love animals. For five years at uni they taught us about animal
biology and medicine. Imagine my surprise when I first joined the workforce and
discovered the job was all about people.”
This quote comes from a wildlife vet I know who was lamenting the resistance of many
so-called ‘animal people’ to value human interactions in animal focused sectors. His
observation reflects my own experience as a wildlife volunteer. In the group that I have
been a member of for 15 years, people who report injured wildlife to our rescue hotline
are referred to as MOPS (members of the public). They are not viewed or treated as
customers, clients, potential donors or even potential new members. Our total
interaction with each caller lasts as long as it takes to fill in a rescue report form and
handover a cardboard box (with an animal tucked inside). I have always had a strong
suspicion that callers to wildlife rescue services would like to play a bigger part. They
took the time to act on behalf of an injured animal and, from experience, I know they are
often very emotional when they make the call. Sometimes they are crying because they
are witnessing suffering; sometimes they are scared of an animal they are unfamiliar
with; and sometimes they call because they have seen something so remarkable they
feel compelled to report it.
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Every day, hundreds of calls are made to wildlife rescue services across Australia. In
New South Wales alone, the public make 180,000+ calls to wildlife rescue hotlines
annually (Haering et al., 2019). Those calls come in 24 hours per day, seven days per
week and result in more than 100,000 animal rescues by 5,600 wildlife volunteers
(Pyke and Szabo, 2018). Each one of those calls represents action by the public on
behalf of wildlife. Wildlife groups spend more time looking inwardly at their own
processes and actions than they do looking outwardly at their ‘customers’. The wildlife
rescue business model depends on the public finding and reporting injured wildlife but
there is minimal engagement with those ‘finders’ and ‘reporters’.
Marty Neumeier (2003) tells us “Your brand is not what you say it is. It is what they say
it is.” Corporate organisations like Twitter or Facebook don’t grow their revenue or
community by asking their board or staff members what they like about social media.
Their growth is powered by the information their audience gives them. So why isn’t
anyone asking wildlife rescue users ‘Do you value our service?’, ‘Would you like to do
even more to help wildlife?’ or ‘How can we make sure you use us again?’ It is time to
ask them.
Wildlife carers have shared values that help them bond and cooperate but their
effectiveness also depends on finding common ground with those outside their ‘tribe’.
Some wildlife rescue groups position themselves in opposition to governments and
other groups of potential allies (e.g. farmers and agricultural communities; Guy &
Banks, 2012). More than 65 per cent of respondents to a 2019 national wildlife
volunteer survey felt that their welfare, and that of the animals for whom they care, is
neglected and unappreciated by government agencies (Englefield et al., 2019b). Like
most tribalism in society, wildlife volunteer groups often assume that other groups have
opposing views or values despite not having looked for common ground or asked those
groups how they feel about wildlife. Stereotypes of farmers, governments and wildlife
carers can block genuine and constructive communication. An American study showed
that while government wildlife managers and volunteer wildlife rehabilitators share
core values, each group’s perception of the other is a significant barrier to cooperation.
The two groups had more in common than they realised, but their interactions suffer
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from stereotyping and the bias of perceived characteristics, rather than lived experience
(Bright et al., 1997).
Tribe and Brown (2000) recommend that effort should go into raising the profile and
status of wildlife care groups especially with government wildlife managers and
conservation agencies. “This would involve a greater recognition of the experience and
potential contribution of these groups to wildlife conservation and a greater allocation
of resources to monitor and assist these groups” (p.83). Sikarskie (1992) states that
grassroots wildlife groups, veterinarians, ecologists and government agencies should be
working together, and that biological, scientific, emotional and philosophical
perspectives all have a place in shaping policy.
Despite lots of ecological studies of human/wildlife interactions in Australia, very little
research exists about wildlife rescue. The Australian public has high awareness and
appreciation of comparable volunteer services such as surf lifesaving and rural fire
fighting. These services are well supported by government grants, media coverage and
community events (such as fundraisers and awards nights). The achievements of
volunteer lifesavers and firefighters are documented and reported - there would be
community uproar if these services were discontinued. Would there be community
uproar if wildlife rescue services were discontinued? Nobody has ever tried to find out.
Australia is home to more than one million species of plants and animals. About 87 per
cent of its mammals, 93 per cent of its reptiles and 45 per cent of its birds are unique
(Chapman, 2009). Land clearing, urban sprawl, agriculture and the introduction of pest
species has significantly changed Australia over the last 230 years, putting much of its
wildlife at risk. Climate change is adding to the pressures in recent years with
unprecedented drought, floods and bushfires wiping out local populations or forcing
them into suburbs and towns where they are increasingly impacted by cars, domestic
pets and competition with people. In other words, demand for wildlife rescue services is
rapidly increasing. Wildlife rescue groups quietly gather data that reveals mass wildlife
carnage. It is estimated that 4 million Australian mammals are killed by vehicle strike
every year, producing an estimated 560,000 orphans (Englefield et al., 2018).
Australia’s largest wildlife rehabilitation group, Wildlife Information Rescue and
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Education Services (WIRES) reported a 19 per cent increase in call volume between the
years 2013 and 2014 (Englefield et al., 2019b). RSPCA Queensland admitted 23,000
injured native animals to its Wacol Wildlife Hospital in 2017, an increase of almost 300
per cent on its 2014 admission numbers (Englefield et al., 2019b).
The estimated value of wildlife volunteer contributions in Australia is ~6 billion dollars
when in-kind and actual costs, such as vet bills and animal food, are combined
(Englefield et al., 2018). Wildlife rescue is not government funded despite being
government ‘supervised’ in the form of licensing (in all Australian states) and reporting
requirements (in some states). The Victorian Government’s Code of Practice for the
Welfare of Wildlife During Rehabilitation notes that, “Wildlife rehabilitation is generally
viewed by the community as an ethical obligation to assist wild animals found in pain or
distress, particularly as a result of human interference (for example road trauma, pet
predation, or oil spills” (Agriculture Victoria, 2000).
It is thought that at least 20,000 Australians rescue, rehabilitate and release injured and
orphaned wildlife, ~15,600 of those hold a state government-issued licence to carry out
this work (Englefield et al.,2019). Most of them are volunteers and care for animals in
their own home (Guy & Banks, 2012). The sector has become more structured over the
past 20-30 years with increased training and expertise (Booth & Curtis, 2014) but the
lack of national policy and legislation means that Australian wildlife care operates in a
fragmented system (Englefield et al., 2019b).
Regulation of wildlife rehabilitation in Australia began in the 1990s, on a state and
territory basis (Englefield et al., 2019a). Volunteers must be licensed to remove animals
from the wild for the purpose of treatment and care. The Australian constitution does
not mention native animals and there is no national body, laws or coordination of issues
related to wildlife rescue. The Australian public has a strong expectation that wildlife
rescue and rehabilitation services are maintained (Byron et al., 2014) and yet unlike
similar volunteer services like rural fire brigades and surf lifesaving, wildlife rescue is
not taxpayer funded or resourced (Booth and Curtis, 2014).
Booth and Curtis (2014) divide wildlife rescue into three broad categories:
1. Popular animals that people want to help (e.g. koalas)
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2. Unpopular animals that people want removed (e.g. snakes and bats)
3. Neglected animals that are barely noticed or are assumed not to suffer (e.g. frogs
and turtles)
Wildlife rescue is a growing volunteer-based service that is used by hundreds of
thousands of Australians every year. There is no published Australian research, that the
author is aware of, on public attitudes towards wildlife rescue volunteers and groups.
Greater knowledge about ‘service users’ could help wildlife groups improve their
approach to engagement, education, fundraising, recruitment and advocacy.
In this thesis I sought to find out what wildlife rescue users know and think about the
sector and the people within it. My Literature Review covers general, environmental
and wildlife volunteering in Australia as well as Australian attitudes towards wildlife in
everyday and emergency settings. My thesis explores the intersection between
Australian wildlife rescue services and public attitudes towards wildlife - this is
reflected in the Literature Review. The Method chapter outlines my approach to
measuring public perceptions of wildlife rescue using a short online survey and indepth semi-structured interviews. The Results chapter collates interview results into
seven themes: nature experience, public attitudes to wildlife, wildlife information,
rescue, wildlife carers, wildlife rescue groups, financial support and the Black Summer
bushfires. Each theme is broken into several sub-themes. Key quotes from interviewees
are included to expand on each sub-theme. The survey results show clear trends in
public attitudes and knowledge of wildlife rescue and are displayed as tables or graphs.
The Discussion covers three overarching themes that emerged from the results:
Australians love wildlife and want to help; wildlife rescue groups and their users don’t
know enough about each other and the Black Summer bushfires increased public
awareness and support for wildlife rescue services. It concludes with some
recommendations for wildlife rescue groups, based on the thesis findings under the
headings ‘Where to from here?’ and ‘Reframing the relationship.’
The Creative Component of this thesis is a communications handbook. I created
Communicating with Humans: a guide for animal people, to help wildlife rescue groups
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re-think the way they communicate. It is designed to help wildlife volunteers
incorporate the ‘customer’ perspective into their planning and operations - a critical
first step for wildlife volunteers who want to strategically increase their capacity and
resourcing. I wrote and produced Communicating with Humans: a guide for animal
people with the help of two special, creative people. Ji Min from Energy Design transformed
my initial layout and graphics into something beautiful. Wildlife photographer Doug Gimesy
captured the images of wildlife volunteers on a photoshoot I organised in NSW during the
Black Summer bushfires. The handbook will be distributed to Australian wildlife carers as
part of the Wildlife Heroes project. Wildlife Heroes is the first national program designed to
support the work of wildlife rescue. It is managed by the Foundation for National Parks
&Wildlife and has government and donor funding to provide resources, training and grants to
wildlife volunteers.
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Literature Review
Introduction
Australian wildlife rescue and rehabilitation volunteers (referred to here as wildlife
volunteers, wildlife carers or wildlife rescue groups) have been recognised as a discrete
subset of environmental volunteers for 30-40 years (Englefield et al., 2019a). Despite
growing to a member base of more than 20,000 individuals in that time (Englefield et
al., 2019b) they have not been the subject of much academic research. Public attitudes
towards wildlife rescue and wildlife volunteers are not well documented in Australia or
overseas. Of the few studies that have been published, most are less than five years old
and based on surveys of individual wildlife volunteers. These studies focus on volunteer
demography, output, motivations and challenges. Several American and British studies
also focus on the demographics of this volunteer type and are included here for
comparison where relevant.

Volunteering in Australia
Australians recognise volunteering as a valuable addition to their lives; 5.8 million
individuals over the age of 15 formally volunteered in 2014.Those aged between 35 and
44 years of age are most likely to be volunteers, and more females volunteer than males.
There has been a reported decline in formal volunteering activities in recent years
(Volunteering Australia, 2016). Volunteers are generally motivated by personal
attributes, social circumstances and the characteristics of volunteer organisations
(Penner, 2004). The act of volunteering fulfils different functions for different people
(Snyder et al., 1999) and people volunteer for the same activity for different reasons
(Bruyere & Rappe, 2007). Volunteering fosters a sense of civic identity (Jennings, 2002)
and brings a range of identifiable benefits to the community. Formal volunteering
contributes an estimated 743 million hours to the Australian economy each year
(Volunteering Australia, 2016).
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Volunteering organisation recruitment marketing taps into social values and behaviour
to “encourage an increase in personal contributions” (Randle & Dolnicar, 2009, p.192).
Organisations that understand volunteer motivations, and the perceived benefits of
participation, attract and retain more volunteers (Bruyere & Rappe, 2007). Key
motivations for volunteers are: learning, social connection, helping, career
development/experience, values and local connections with a particular place (Ryan et
al., 2001). Volunteering can give individuals a sense of empowerment, a voice in the
community and some influence in public decision making. Volunteering Australia
reported that 96 per cent of Australian volunteers feel happier and have improved wellbeing as a result of volunteering (2015). Group politics and constant fundraising efforts
can be a negative side of volunteering (Gooch, 2010). Organisations can build a positive
volunteer culture by acknowledging and recognising volunteer contributions and
emphasising community, connection and acceptance (Bruyere & Rappe, 2007).
Volunteers are deterred from volunteering because of lack of flexibility, personal
expenses incurred, lack of reimbursement for out of pocket expenses, and burdensome
administrative requirements (Volunteering Australia, 2016). When asked ‘What sector
would you be most interested in volunteering for in the future?’ Australians rank
Environment and Conservation and Animal Welfare as third and fourth preferences
respectively, just below Community Service and Education (Volunteering Australia,
2016, p.23). Approximately seven per cent of all Australian volunteers currently
volunteer in the Environment sector compared with 37 per cent in the Sport and
Recreation sector, 22 per cent in the Religious sector and 22 per cent in the
Welfare/community sector (Volunteering Australia, 2015).

Environmental Volunteering
Demand for environmental volunteers is growing as public and private environmental
organisations, and increasingly governments, rely on volunteers to provide
environmental services (Bruyere & Rappe, 2007). Environmental volunteering is less
well studied and understood than many other types of volunteering (Measham &
Barnett, 2008). A better understanding of the environmental volunteer sector could
improve recruitment, retention and engagement (Randle & Dolnicar, 2015).
9

The most powerful motivations for environmental volunteering are an attachment to
the environment (Measham & Barnett, 2008) and a desire to help the environment
(Bruyere & Rappe, 2007). People develop strong attachments to places through
emotions and personal experiences (Huq & Burgin, 2016). Long term volunteers
monitoring orange-bellied parrots reported their top reasons for volunteering as ‘to
help conserve birds’ and ‘to help conserve habitat’. The main dissatisfaction
experienced was ‘frustration at not seeing an orange-bellied parrot’. Approximately one
quarter of volunteers surveyed said they would feel more motivated and appreciated if
they received a ‘personal thank you (e.g. call, letter, email)’ for their time and efforts
(Wolcott et al., 2008). Bruyere and Rapp (2007) found that environmental volunteer
projects are more motivating when they tap into people’s strong desire to ‘help the
environment’. For example, tree planting or weed and rubbish removal would be more
motivating than painting picnic tables or writing a newsletter.
Randle and Dolnicar (2015) looked at ways environmental not-for-profits could create
more targeted recruitment marketing campaigns. Potential environmental volunteers
displayed stronger pro-environmental attitudes and different personal values and
motivations for volunteering than non-environmental volunteers. Potential
environmental volunteers expressed altruistic motivations such as ‘to support an
important cause’, ‘to give something back to society’ and ‘to have the chance to help
others’. The study recommended that organisations should emphasise their mission and
environmental impact in their marketing. Potential recruits should clearly see how their
values align with the organisation’s values.
Giving up time, or volunteering, for an environmental cause, is a powerful
demonstration of individuals taking personal responsibility and showing they are
willing to do something to be part of the solution to current environmental challenges
(Randle & Dolnicar, 2009). For many environmental volunteers, the work they do is
strongly linked to their identity, self-esteem and values (Cheng, Kruger & Daniels,
2003). It is this environmental identity that is an important force that influences
behaviour, thoughts and emotions related to environmental issues (Clayton, 2003).
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Social capital, a set of informal values or norms shared among members of a group, is
another significant drawcard to environmental volunteering (Fukuyama, 1999),
especially since most roles do not require specialist knowledge or skills (Huq and
Burgin, 2016).
Australians exhibit high levels of environmental concern (Chapman et al., 2017) but this
does not necessarily lead to environmental action. A 1998 study on Australian
environmental behaviour found that 95 per cent of people who said they were
concerned about the environment were not members of any environmental protection
group (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1998). The National Survey of Volunteering
Issues (Volunteering Australia, 2011) reported that 78 per cent of environmental and
animal welfare organisations were actively trying to recruit more volunteers.
Pro-environmental values are enhanced through environmental volunteering. Caissie
and Halpenny (2003) found that environmental volunteering activities increased
participants’ connection to nature, appreciation for the health of the environment and
understanding of the benefit of their work. Australian environmental volunteers have a
collective ethos and sense of shared responsibility for caring for nature and helping
others to understand the impacts of their activities on the environment (Ross et al.,
2002). Zoo volunteers have been shown to have a collective environmental identity
‘that is motivated by their personal values and facilitated by both the environmental
advocacy goals of the zoo’s mission and shared experiences’ (Fraser et al., 2009).
Measham and Barnett (2008) divide environmental volunteering into five distinct
modes: activism, education, monitoring, restoration and sustainable living. Activism
includes fundraising, campaigning and social action to defend environments and
wildlife. Education is a way of raising community awareness and sharing information
about environmental issues. Monitoring involves hands-on data collection and often
supports research. Sustainable living is a growing type of environmental volunteering
that encourages widespread participation in practices such as plastic reduction or
recycling. Restoration includes bush regeneration, clean-up projects and wildlife rescue
and rehabilitation.
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Wildlife volunteering
Demand for wildlife information, rescue, rehabilitation and relocation has risen globally
as humans and native animals increasingly share the same spaces (Lindsey & Adams,
2006). This demand has led to growth in wildlife volunteering globally, as well as
increased structure and skills in wildlife rescue and rehabilitation services (Booth &
Curtis, 2014).
Manfredo et al. (2003) found a common set of values, attitudes and behaviours amongst
people that care for the welfare of individual animals such as rescuing injured wildlife
or hand-raising orphans. The term he used to describe this value orientation is
mutualism wildlife. Mutualists are more likely to view wildlife in human terms with
personalities and characteristics like humans. They have a need to see gratitude, caring
and connection returned by animals. This need is often met through anthropomorphic
interpretations of animal behaviour (Baumeister & Leary, 1995).
Rescue and rehabilitation of individual wildlife is motivated by animal welfare concerns
(Amesbury, 2018) and an affinity with animals (Englefield et al., 2019b) with an
emphasis on compassion and the rights of non-human nature. This approach can be at
odds with wildlife management programs that focus on what is best for populations of
species, and ecosystems (Stratford et al., 2000). Conflict can arise between professional
wildlife managers and wildlife volunteers when the principle of ‘greater good’ affects
the lives of individual animals (Bright et al., 1997).
Stern, Dietz and Guagnano (1995) built on the work of values researcher Schwartz to
understand the values of those with pro environmental and pro wildlife behaviours.
People working as environmental or wildlife volunteers are more likely to hold
Openness to change and Self-Transcendence values such as universalism,
understanding, appreciation, tolerance and protection for the welfare of all people and
nature and benevolence, preservation and enhancement of the welfare of people with
whom one is in frequent personal contact (Schwartz, 1992).
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Englefield et al. 2019(b) found that 86 per cent of Australian wildlife volunteers are
female and 70 per cent are over the age of 46 years. Ninety per cent of flying fox carers
are female with higher than average education levels and strong altruistic motivations
that included wanting to see bats returned to nature and helping the bat to survive
(Markus & Blackshaw, 1998). Women generally demonstrate higher levels of concern
for the environment (Schultz, 2001).
The majority of American wildlife volunteers are also female, with a higher than
average level of education. Most grew up with pets and view animal and human life as
having equal value. Almost half prefer working with animals than people. Their reasons
for being a wildlife volunteer include love of and desire to help injured animals, handson nurturing, the feeling of ‘making a difference’ and resolving of concerns for nature
and the environment (Kidd et al., 1996).

Tribe and Brown (2000) describe wildlife rescue and rehabilitation as “the most
intimate, intensive and expensive interaction that the majority of people can have with
wildlife” (p.69). Wildlife volunteers give more of their own time and money than other
volunteers. The average Australian general volunteer contributes 2.5 hours per week
and 19 per cent work more than 200 voluntary hours per year (Australian Bureau of
Statistics, 2014). Wildlife volunteers average 31.6 hours per week (Englefield et al.,
2019b) and 66 per cent work more than 200 voluntary hours each year (Haering et al.,
2019). Most wildlife volunteers (96 per cent) use their own money as part of their role
(Haering et al., 2019) compared with 53 per cent of all volunteers (ABS, 2015). Surveys
conducted by Haering et al. (2019) showed that 64 per cent of wildlife volunteers
believed that wildlife rehabilitation was very beneficial to their mental health. This is
significantly lower than Volunteering Australia’s (2015) results for all types of
volunteering where 96 per cent of respondents felt happier because of their
participation. Many wildlife volunteers struggle to understand that their own personal
views towards wildlife do not always mirror public views of wildlife, and this can also
be a source of conflict and stress (Englefield et al., 2019b; Manfredo et al., 2003).
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Despite these challenges, a study of NSW wildlife volunteers found that almost 80 per
cent of respondents indicated that they were Very or Extremely likely to continue
working in the sector (Haering et al., 2019). A study of wildlife carers in New Zealand
found that the stresses of animal rescue and care are partly offset by high levels of
Compassion Satisfaction, the personal and professional enrichment observed in the
lives of those who give care and compassion in a range of settings (Yeung et al., 2017).
The same study found wildlife carers had a positive attitude towards their work and a
“competent level of resilience to trauma and stress” (p. 560)

The impact of wildlife rescue
Wildlife rescue databases contain information about what happened to the animal, what
species it is, where it was found and whether it was returned to the wild or not. Most
wildlife volunteers report this rescue and release data as part of their licensing
obligations to their local state government (Pyke & Szabo, 2017).
A few studies have analysed wildlife rescue data to look at causes of wildlife injury and
seasonal patterns (Taylor-Brown et al., 2019; Heathcote et al., 2019). Ecologists have
started to utilise wildlife rescue data for population, habitat and migration studies but
wildlife groups are yet to start using this data to demonstrate the scale of their work.
Heathcote et al. (2019) see the lack of interaction with this data as a missed opportunity
to demonstrate the value and efforts of wildlife rescue services, engage the community
and improve care practices. Haering et al. (2019) agree that ‘greater exposure and use
of wildlife rehabilitation data […] will also raise the profile of the sector and improve
opportunities for greater investment in support of its services’ (p. M).
Several studies highlight the enormous opportunity wildlife care groups have to
educate the public and promote behaviours that reduce harm to wildlife (Heathcote et
al., 2019; Tribe & Brown, 2008). Wildlife volunteer services reach a large and diverse
audience. Their value as a key source of public wildlife information is often overlooked
(Siemer et al., 1991). A study of American wildlife volunteers showed that public
education is a significant aspect of their work, and something they see as a valuable and
enjoyable part of their role. Many wildlife volunteers give community advice and
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presentations about wildlife issues covering topics such as ‘how to tell if an animal
needs help’, ‘dealing with wildlife nuisance and damage’ and ‘human impacts on
wildlife’ (Siemer et al., 1991). Coote (1994, p.72) suggests that education is possibly
more important than the rescue of animals, “these organisations are immensely
valuable whether they save individual animals or not, simply because of their
educational value in raising community awareness to the plight of our wildlife and the
increasing alienation of the natural habitat.” Tribe and Brown (2000, p.69) agree that
“the greatest benefit from wildlife rehabilitation is likely to come from the educational
message it inspires.” They argue that education is their main contribution to society
“directly, through community involvement in the care of wild animals, local habitat
protection and conservation, and indirectly through promotion and coverage of wildlife
problems” (p.82). Wildlife carers and groups don’t necessarily agree that education is
their core business. When Guy and Banks (2012) asked individual wildlife carers about
their primary aims the top three answers were ‘animal welfare’ (90%+), ‘conservation’
(55%) and ecosystem restoration (30%). Heathcote et al., 2019 suggest that wildlife
rescue groups can support the efforts of government and policy makers to engage the
community with wildlife issues.

Australia’s complex and changing relationship with wildlife
Australia has a unique and complex relationship with nature and wildlife. Australian
cities are teeming with nature (Low, 2003) and residents interact with a broad range of
native animal species in their daily lives in both positive and negative ways.
A snapshot of animal interactions in Australia:
● Australia has the highest level of pet ownership in the world, approximately 42
per cent of households have a dog and 30 per cent have a cat (Miller, 2003).
● Human activities kill and injure large numbers of native wildlife every year.
Vehicle strikes and dog/cat attacks are the most common reasons wildlife need
assistance (Taylor-Brown et al., 2019)
● On the global scale, the Australian continent holds the record for greatest
biodiversity loss over the past 100 years (NRMMC, 2010).
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● One third of Australians visit wildlife parks, aquariums and zoos at least once per
year (Franklin, 2007).
● The majority of Australians believe it is wrong to hunt native animals (71 per
cent). Only two per cent of Australians frequently hunt feral animals and 23 per
cent frequently go fishing (Franklin, 2007)
The majority of Australians tolerate most native animals around their homes and a large
proportion encourage and enjoy wild visitors; 32 per cent frequently feed wildlife and
13 per cent frequently photograph them. Approximately 43 per cent of Australians
experience some anxiety about animal-related risks, particularly towards spiders,
snakes, mosquitoes, marine stingers and dogs (Franklin, 2007). Education status plays a
role in attitudes to animals. Less educated households are more likely to have pets than
highly educated households in Australia. The most highly educated also have higher
pro-native animal views and are less likely to keep native animals off their property
(Franklin, 2007).
The definition of wildlife as untamed animals that are separate from human society, pets
and domesticated livestock - is a Eurocentric way of dividing up nature (Suchet, 2010).
Aboriginal Australians shaped nature for tens of thousands of years and they do not
perceive native animals as separate from humans (Aslin & Bennett, 2000). AngloAustralian terms like ‘native’, ‘exotic’ and ‘feral’ reflect a strange evolution over 220+
years where familiar, introduced animals like rabbits and foxes are now the enemy
while the once ‘exotic’ kangaroos and koalas are now icons of home (Aslin & Bennett,
2000).
A recent study of public perceptions and attitudes towards Australian landscapes found
that factors such as ecological worldview, familiarity, scenic attractiveness and cultural
identity can influence the way people evaluate conservation value (Kiley et al., 2017).
Australian wildlife management and research rarely acknowledges the social factors
influencing conservation decision making despite the significant role culture plays in
deciding which species are worthy of research funds and protection (Stratford et al.,
2000).
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Kellert (1993) proposed that biophilia — the hypothesis that humans have an innate
attraction and interest in being close to wildlife (Tribe & Brown, 2000) — is the
underlying trait that explains human interest in animals and nature and that it can
manifest itself in lots of different activities and behaviour including fishing, animal
research, wildlife photography or pet ownership.
Some of the earliest studies of the social aspects of wildlife were conducted in the 1970s
by Kellert. Kellert acknowledged the wide-ranging attitudes and beliefs people have
about wildlife and the underlying values and motivations for these attitudes (Manfredo
et al., 2003).
Manfredo (2008) argues that a significant change in attitudes to wildlife has been
observed in both developed and developing nations over the past 30-40 years. As
modernisation has changed our relationship with wildlife, utilitarian and dominancebased values have evolved into more humanistic, protection-oriented values that
support conservation of wildlife (Miller, 2003). Manfredo (2008) proposes that these
changing attitudes are also due to increasing environmental concern as people become
more aware of climate change, pollution, overpopulation and extinction. This shift to
more humanistic values was observed by Miller (2003) who found that the majority of
Australians exhibit strong emotional attachment to individual animals and are
interested in learning about wildlife and the natural environment. Manfredo et al.,
(2003) found that this shift in attitudes has been aided by anthropomorphism – the
attribution of human characteristics to non-human animals. While anthropomorphism
might have once helped us imagine what animals were thinking so we could hunt them,
the attribution of human traits to animals can help to explain our affection for certain
species and the way we seek to incorporate them into our lives (Manfredo, 2008).

Wildlife interactions in Australian urban environments
One of the most common wildlife interactions experienced by Australians is
birdwatching and bird feeding. Ishigame and Baxter (2007) found the rate of
Queensland households participating in bird feeding to be as high as 48 per cent. This is
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comparable with bird feeding participation rates of between 34 and 75 per cent in the
UK and USA (Jones, 2011).
Birdwatching and bird feeding are seen as positive and rewarding wildlife interactions
that are especially important for people with little other contact with nature (Dayer et
al., 2019). People who feed birds “are passionately engaged and care deeply about the
welfare of their birds” (Jones, 2011, p. v). Research suggests that bird feeding is
intrinsically motivated (Howard & Jones, 2004), emotionally involving and encourages
observation of nature (Dayer et al., 2019).
Soulsbury and White (2015) examined the way that human-wildlife interactions are
perceived and why negative impacts get more coverage than benefits such as ecosystem
services, recreation and health and wellbeing. They point out that human-wildlife
conflict is a broadly used term that covers everything from animal attacks to minor
inconveniences (such as wildlife eating garden plants), there is “no alternative term to
describe positive human-wildlife interactions” (p.542).
So-called negative wildlife interactions do not necessarily destroy positive attitudes
towards urban wildlife. Jones and Thomas (1998) reviewed magpie/human interactions
in Brisbane, Queensland. Despite the large number of injuries caused by aggressive
magpies during the breeding season (300+ reported injuries annually in Brisbane), they
noted that affected communities did not generally advocate for the magpies to be killed.
The majority of the ‘conflict group’ agreed with ‘wildlife supporters’ and the ‘general
public’ that the use of warning signs and community education were preferable
methods for dealing with magpie attacks.
A similar study of bandicoots in urban environments (Dowle & Deane, 2009) found that
residents surveyed generally had an interest in and a positive attitude towards the
bandicoots that visited their gardens, despite some perceptions that they were a
nuisance because they dig holes and carry ticks. The majority of respondents agreed
that conservation of bandicoots is necessary despite more than half also agreeing that
bandicoots carry ticks that can kill pet dogs (or require costly veterinary treatment).
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Hill et al. (2007) studied attitudes to urban possums in Sydney and found the main
influence on attitudes was “the extent to which an individual believed in the intrinsic
value of possums” (p.108). The second biggest influence and the main source of
negative perceptions of possums was whether the survey respondent had problems
with possums in their roof. The study found people to be open to receiving information
about how best to cohabitate with possums about that by reducing this main source of
conflict there would be better outcomes for people and possums.
Brown and Manfredo (1987) found that “how one perceives of or understands what
‘wildlife’ means will have a strong bearing on how one values the animals in question”
(p.46). While magpies and bandicoots are appreciated as native animals that share our
spaces, native crows are not afforded the same level of support. A study of attitudes
towards Torresian crows (Corvus orru) in Brisbane found that many residents did not
consider the native birds to be wildlife because of negative interactions experienced.
Large numbers of noisy crows were perceived as pests or introduced (Jones & Thomas,
1998), despite them being native Australian birds.
Support and appreciation for wildlife species also seems to have a limit when there is a
(perceived) significant risk to human health. A 2001 study by Shine and Koenig found
that 85 per cent of the 11,067 snakes ‘rescued’ by the NSW Wildlife Information and
Rescue Service (WIRES) between 1989 and 1998, were recorded as being located in an
‘unsuitable environment’. That is, a member of the public called a wildlife volunteer for
assistance not because the snake was injured but because “their presence was
unwelcome” (p.274) or they were “perceived as a danger to local people” (p.280).

The likeability factor
An Australian study of species likeability (Woods, 2000) found the top 30 favourite
animals listed by survey respondents corresponded with similar surveys done by
Kellert (1989) and Bart (1972) with dog, dolphin, koala, cat, bird and horse consistently
heading up the lists. Words and phrases used to describe favourite animals included
beautiful, intelligent, large size, cute, fluffy and friendly’. The same study asked people
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what their least favourite animals were and found the Australian respondents' answers
were again consistent with international studies. Top responses were snake, spider,
cane toad, crocodile and shark. Those least favourite creatures were described as
dangerous, ugly, dirty and creepy.
A Swiss study of school students’ attitudes towards 27 native wildlife species showed
similar extremes of affection and aversion towards different types of animals (Schlegel
& Rupf, 2009). The study looked at which species might be best used as flagship species
to “create emotional resonance and ownership among local communities” (p.278). The
students ranked the old world swallowtail butterfly, white stork, the lynx and the
brown bear positively and the rosalia longicorn (beetle), greater mouse-eared bat, ring
snake and crested newt as unlikeable. Positivity towards species was linked to its
beauty, utility and rareness. The degree of exposure to nature and education levels of
students, were both factors influencing emotional connections with wildlife generally.
Opinions about wildlife are mostly formed in childhood. It can be difficult to change a
person’s attitude towards environmental issues once they are an adult (Eagles & Muffitt,
1990).

Familiarity, emotion and connection
People connect with nature through “contact, emotion, meaning, compassion and
beauty” (Lumber et al., 2017, p.1). Emotional responses “are at the heart of human
attraction to, and conflict over, wildlife” (Manfredo, 2008. p.51). Zoo visitors’ connection
to an animal is a strong predictor of pro conservation behavioural intent for that species
(Skibins & Powell, 2013) suggesting that direct contact with animals is more affecting
than information alone.
Humans readily relate to wildlife at an emotional level. Levels of emotional response to
wildlife are situationally specific. Greater emotional intensity increases our capacity to
process and retain information (Manfredo, 2008.). For this reason, emotions are an
important consideration when communicating with the public and can increase the
effectiveness of an appeal (Vining & Tyler, 1999).
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People are more likely to donate and support species that are familiar to them. In an
Australian study (Wilson & Tisdell, 2005) asking people to nominate birds they would
allocate conservation funds to, the birds that were well known to participants received
the highest funding. Once further information was provided to participants about all the
birds they could choose to donate to, they chose to give more support to the birds that
were listed as threatened species.
A 2018 review of the BioBlitz program showed that the intense contact with local
wildlife, as facilitated by the event, inspired participants to want to take up gardening
for wildlife, donate to environmental organisations and seek volunteering opportunities
(Postles & Bartlett, 2018). Connecting with nature can lead to pro-environmental
attitudes and subsequent positive behaviours through a willingness to sacrifice
(Lumber et al., 2017).

Natural disasters as an extreme form of nature connection
Following natural disasters such as oil spills and hurricanes, there is a correlation
between disaster impact, environmental worry and action (Walters et al., 2013). More
than 100,000 volunteers helped with a beach clean-up following the Gulf Oil Spill
(National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, 2012). Environmental risk or
hazards that cause concern or worry can spur people into action in the form of helpful
and preventive behaviours (Bohm & Pfister, 2000). For many people, witnessing the
destruction of the immediate environment is a type of nature experience (Finger, 1994).
Tidball and Krasny (2013) suggest that humans have always used engagement with
nature as a way of coping with both natural and non-natural disasters and crises. They
refer to this response as ‘urgent biophilia’, the urge to express affinity for nature
through creation of restorative environments. Their hypothesis is that disasters make
individuals and communities want to nurture plants, animals and people, to restore or
increase ecological function and support human resilience. They suggest this ‘urgent
biophilia’ can manifest in practical pro-environmental behaviour such as community
gardening, clean-ups or improving habitat for wildlife.
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Fundraising groups see increased donations during and after a disaster because
emotional arousal can increase the effectiveness of persuasion attempts
(O’Shaughnessy & O’Shaughnessy, 2003).

The koala as a wildlife crisis icon
Disaster reporting often uses a hopeful wildlife story such as “The rescue and
rehabilitation of a lone koala from the February 2009 Victorian bushfires [...] to
counterbalance the bleakness of so much of the news” (Lunney & Moon, 2012, p.11).
Prior to the 2019/2020 Black Summer bushfires, the 2009 Victorian bushfire season
was one of the worst natural disasters in Australian history. One image that became
synonymous with bushfire fundraising and was seen around the world was that of ‘Sam
the koala’ drinking from a firefighter’s drink bottle. Due, Thompson and Every (2014)
suggest that the image of Sam prompted widespread public donations and support
because the koala represented a ‘vulnerable survivor’ that people could identify with
and feel compassion for. The use of Sam’s image to generate public response is
comparable to charities that use images of children in need as part of fundraising
efforts. Images of children showing negative emotions generate significantly larger
donations of money, time and items (Burt & Strongman, 2004).
The koala is the ideal choice as a crisis icon, a species that has been “popularised and
commodified for decades in books, film, clothing, toys and websites” (Stratford et al.,
2000, p.612). Due, Thompson and Every (2014) examined the way Sam was
characterised by the media in a way that contributed to the popularity of the image and
“its utility in relation to […] raising awareness and financial aid” (p.49). The main
representations they observed in an analysis of 93 articles were a symbol of hope, a
survivor, vulnerable, an ‘Aussie’ and an acceptor of human assistance.
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Summary
Australians are happy to contribute to voluntary causes they believe in. As concern for
environmental issues increases, it is predicted that more people will give time, money
and support to environmental volunteering. Wildlife volunteers are hardworking and
committed, driven by animal welfare concerns and empathy. They are well placed to
educate the public about human/wildlife interactions but struggle to integrate with
professional wildlife managers and are often overwhelmed by resource constraints and
the growing demand for wildlife rescue services across Australia.
Australians are increasingly interested in native wildlife and seek out opportunities to
interact with animals they see in their local environment. Humans are more likely to
support animals they perceive as smart, friendly, cute, familiar or beautiful or those that
they have had a personal encounter with. These perceptions and interactions lead to
anthropomorphism and a deeper emotional connection, strong indicators that someone
is likely to sacrifice time or money for that animal or species.
Natural disasters heighten emotion and environmental concern and increase many
people’s pro-environmental and nature-seeking behaviour. The Australian media often
use individual native animals as symbols of suffering and hope during a natural disaster
and this leads to increased donations and awareness for environmental charities and
volunteers. A better understanding of Australian attitudes towards wildlife rescue
would benefit wildlife volunteer groups seeking financial support, new members and
advocates.
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Method
This study used a two-part methodology. Firstly, a short survey was used to measure
general knowledge and attitudes towards wildlife rescue groups. The survey results
informed the focus of the semi-structured interviews where dominant themes were
explored in more depth.

Short online survey: public attitudes to wildlife rescue
A ten-question survey was developed for callers to wildlife rescue hotlines. The survey
was administered via Qualtrics. A draft survey was sent to five rescue hotline callers
and five rescue hotline operators to test clarity of the questions and response time.
Survey completion time was found to be approximately two minutes and respondents
did not have any difficulty with the questions or structure, no changes were made. The
survey asked people about their attitudes towards wildlife rescue services, their
knowledge of how they operate and whether they are (or have been) willing to support
these services with time and money. A full version of the survey can be found in
Appendix A.
Ethics approval for the survey was provided by the University of Otago Human Ethics
Committee (Reference No. D20/067).
Recruitment:
For recruitment, fifteen wildlife rescue groups in New South Wales (NSW) and the
Australian Capital Territory (ACT) were contacted in January 2020 requesting their
assistance distributing the survey to their callers. From these, recruitment occurred
through a variety of means. Sydney Wildlife Rescue agreed to share 200 recent caller
mobile numbers to whom a survey link was sent to this list in April 2020 using
BurstSMS. This complied with Australian privacy and spam laws which allow
organisations to contact customers/ callers once as a follow up to a service that has
been provided. ACT Wildlife shared mobile phone numbers for all callers to their rescue
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hotline since April 2018. A survey link was sent to their list of 9,000 mobile phone.
Tweed Valley Wildlife Carers shared 397 mobile phone numbers from callers to their
hotline over the past six months. The survey was sent to all of these.
A total of 860 surveys were completed by callers to the three participating wildlife
rescue services. Of these responses, 734 were callers to ACT Wildlife, 57 were callers to
Tweed Valley Wildlife Carers and 69 were callers to Sydney Wildlife Rescue.

Semi-structured interviews

Recruitment:
The initial online survey asked respondents if they would be willing to take part in an
interview about their attitudes to wildlife rescue services. Those who said they were
provided their email address for follow up.
Semi-structured interviews were conducted with this subsample of survey respondents,
all of whom had been callers to wildlife rescue hotlines in NSW and ACT at some time in
the preceding two years. Demographics were not collected, participation was voluntary
and anonymous.
Overall 13 interviews lasting 20 to 90 minutes were carried out by the author, 11 over
video conferencing software GoTo and two by phone. All interviews were recorded and
then transcribed using Rev and Trint. Interviews were carried out in May and June
2020.
The length and conversational nature of each interview allowed participants to make
detailed observations about wildlife rescue services. The resulting interviews were
abundant with what Holliday (2002, p.77) calls ‘thick description’.
Interview protocol
Interviews were semi-structured, adopting a conversational approach with questions
used as prompts (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015). Interviewees were encouraged to expand
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on experiences and insights. Themes discussed were wildlife/nature experiences;
wildlife rescue experiences; perceptions and knowledge of wildlife rescue
organisations; descriptions of individual wildlife carers; and the effect of the Black
Summer bushfires on attitudes to wildlife and wildlife rescue. The full interview
protocol can be found in Appendix B.
Ethics approval for the study was provided by the University of Otago Human Ethics
Committee (Reference No. D20/119).

Data Analysis
Survey
The majority of the survey questions were simple multiple choice, close-ended
questions. Answers were easily grouped by Qualtrics to show the percentage of
respondents that selected each answer. No statistical analysis was required as the data
was analysed for descriptive purposes only. Of the two open-ended questions, same or
similar text answers were grouped together into lists. A word cloud was created, using
Qualtrics, showing top responses in larger font to the question ‘where do you get nonrescue related wildlife information?’, Answers to ‘which wildlife group did you donate
to during the Black Summer bushfires?’ was created by grouping same or similar
answers.
Interviews
Each interview was digitally recorded, transcribed and colour coded based on the four
main interview question themes (Appendix B). The colour coding revealed eight main
themes and 30 subthemes across all interviews. A coding manual was created for all
themes and subthemes and each transcript was re-coded according to this manual.
The themed coding approach allowed interviewee’s experiences, opinions, ideas and
concerns to be grouped together where they aligned with other interviewees. The 13
interviews contained far more similarities than differences. Most of the sub-themes
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included material from at least 5-6 interviewees and all of the interview content could
be logically coded to one of the 30 sub-themes. While the coding was primarily applied
by intuitive categorisation by the author, the similarity of content between interviews
made this a relatively simple coding exercise. A different approach may have been
required had there been fewer similarities between each interviewee’s responses.
For some topics, such as Black Summer bushfire memories and the issue of government
funding, attitudes and phrases used by interviewees were almost identical throughout
all 13 interviews. The Black Summer bushfires were front of mind for all participants
and this recent shared experience was woven through much of every interview. No new
themes or subthemes emerged by the 12th and 13th interviews, suggesting a level of
saturation in the ideas presented.
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Results
Survey results
1. How did you find out about this service?
Almost half of survey respondents said they found out about a wildlife rescue service
via the Internet. Almost 30 per cent of respondents are return users who have called
before and 15 per cent found out about the service through word of mouth. Only 3 per
cent said they found out about a wildlife rescue service from a veterinary hospital and
just over 10 per cent said they found out some other way.

#

Answer

%

Count

3

Internet search

41.90%

352

1

I have called before

28.69%

241

2

Word of mouth

15.00%

126

5

Other

11.43%

96

4

Veterinary hospital

2.98%

25

Total

100%

840

Table 1: Table of survey results for the question How did you find out about this service?
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2. If you were looking for general wildlife information (apart from wildlife
rescue) where would you get that information?
This word cloud shows the top responses were online search; internet and google. Less
frequent responses referred to wildlife sanctuaries, museums, RSPCA, government
departments and social media. The only wildlife rescue group mentioned by name was
WIRES.

Table 2: Word cloud of results for survey question If you were looking for general
wildlife information (apart from wildlife rescue) where would you get that information?
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3. Do you know if wildlife rescuers are paid staff or volunteers?

While few survey respondents thought that wildlife rescuers are paid (close to 1 per
cent), the results show uncertainty about this aspect of the sector. Less than half knew
that wildlife rescuers are unpaid volunteers.

Table 3: Survey results for the question Do you know if wildlife rescuers are paid staff or
volunteers?
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4. Would you pay a small fee or make a donation, in return for this service?

The majority of survey respondents indicated a willingness to pay or donate in return
for wildlife rescue services. Just over 35 per cent said they would definitely pay and just
over 50 per cent said they would “maybe” pay. Less than 12 per cent of respondents
said they would not pay for wildlife rescue services.

Table 4: Survey results for the question Would you pay a small fee or make a donation,
in return for this service?
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5. Have you ever considered becoming a wildlife carer?

While the most common response to the question ‘Have you ever considered becoming
a wildlife carer was ‘probably not’, more than half of survey respondents indicated that
they have considered becoming a wildlife carer. Almost one quarter said they had
definitely considered it, 15 per cent said they had probably considered it and 22 per
cent said maybe. Less than 10 per cent were adamant that they had never considered
becoming a wildlife carer.

Table 5: Survey results for the question Have you ever considered becoming a wildlife
carer?
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6. How important do you think it is to have a wildlife rescue service in Australia?
(Where 0 is 'not important' and 10 is 'extremely important')

On a scale of 0-10 almost 95 per cent of survey respondents scored the importance of
wildlife rescue services as 8, 9 or 10. A full score of 10 was given by 77 per cent of
respondents and only three respondents (out of 840) gave a score of less than five.

Table 6: Survey results for the question How important do you think it is to have a
wildlife rescue service in Australia? (Where 0 is 'not important' and 10 is 'extremely
important')
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7. Has your view on the importance of wildlife rescue services changed as a result of
the recent bushfire crisis?

Almost 45 per cent of survey respondents said they value wildlife rescue services more
since the Black Summer bushfires. Just over 50 per cent of respondents said they feel
the same way about wildlife rescue after the Black Summer bushfires as they had
previously. No respondents reported a decrease in how much they value wildlife rescue
services since the Black Summer bushfires.

Table 7: Survey results for the question Has your view on the importance of wildlife
rescue services changed as a result of the recent bushfire crisis?

8. Did you donate to WIRES or another wildlife charity in response to the
bushfire crisis?
Almost half of survey respondents said they donated to a wildlife charity during the
Black Summer bushfires and almost half of those donors donated to WIRES specifically.
Around one third of respondents said they did not donate to wildlife charities during
the Black Summer bushfires and almost 20 per cent chose not to indicate whether they
donated or not.
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Of those who chose ‘Another wildlife group or charity’, the top specific charity types
named were those related to koalas, (12 said Port Macquarie Koala Hospital and 18
mentioned koala rescue). A few people mentioned national or international animal
welfare organisations such as RSPCA, WWF and Animals Australia and lots of smaller
wildlife rescue groups got 2 or 3 mentions each. Twenty-three respondents said they
did donate but couldn’t remember who to.

Table 8: Table of survey results for the question Did you donate to WIRES or another
wildlife charity in response to the bushfire crisis?
Another wildlife group or charity (typed responses):
Several

26

Other wildlife rescue

26

Don't know, can't remember

23

Koala rescue

18

Human bushfire charity

17

Port Macquarie Koala Hospital

12

RSPCA appeal

10
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ACT Wildlife

9

WWF

9

Animals Australia

8

Other environmental charity

7

Would if I could, can't afford to

7

Animal Rescue Collective

4

Wombat rescue

3

Wildcare Queanbeyan

3

Donated pouches, towels, equipment

3

Local group

3

Pet rescue

3

Fed animals

3

Wildlife Victoria

2

Tweed Valley Wildlife Carers

2

Sydney Wildlife Rescue

2

Zoos Victoria

2

Table 9: Breakdown of typed results for those who answered “another wildlife charity”
to the survey question Did you donate to WIRES or another wildlife charity in response to
the bushfire crisis?
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Interview results
Theme 1: Nature experience
Questions about nature experiences elicited some of the longest and most vivid
responses during the semi-structured interviews. Interviewees had no trouble
remembering close encounters with native animals while bushwalking, driving or in
their own backyards. Common features of the anecdotes were proximity – memorable
wildlife experiences seem to be those where people see an animal up close – and
interactions such as feeding, touching or helping wildlife.
This broad theme covers memorable nature experiences and encompasses the subthemes: awe of wildlife in nature; connection with individual animals and injured
wildlife most memorable.
Awe of wildlife in nature
Responses captured in this sub-theme were surprising and memorable close encounters
with native animals. Most responses reflected on a temporary crossover of wild animals
out of their normal ‘wildness’ and into the interviewees world (e.g. backyard, road,
camp site).
Intimate and memorable nature experiences took place in both rural and urban settings.
Some people reflected on the pervasiveness of nature in their city lives with comments
like “We have had kangaroos in the backyard, in Canberra” and "I know the smell of the
bush in different environments and the sound of the insects. And so, I do have a very
close kind of connection with it, even though I grew up in Sydney."
Wildlife and nature experiences were described in great detail despite some being
drawn from childhood. Interviewees talked about feelings of “fear”, “excitement”, “love”
and “surprise” as a result of close encounters with wild animals and recognised these
experiences as special and unique.
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One interviewee described the wonder of hearing dingoes howl while camping, “I didn't
see them, but I heard them,” and then waking up to “a lot of footprints and puppy prints
under our campsite.”
A first encounter with a snake was nominated as one interviewee’s most memorable
wildlife experience, “the first moment that stood out was when I saw my first snake and
I would have only been probably seven or eight. But I still remember. I guess you always
heard stories as a kid about snakes, and they're almost a bit of a myth. And to actually
encounter this snake. You know, it did all the actions that you got taught a snake would
do it reared up, showed its tongue, and then it slid off. And it was just like, I've never
actually seen one before. I'd heard stories. And then there was like right in front of me, it
was a red belly black snake that had come out of the grass. And I startled it. And it
startled me.”
Connection with individual animals
Several interviewees talked about individual native animals that they got to know well
as regular visitors to their backyard or workplace. The "female magpie that I'd known
for a long time” and the wild wallabies that have ""all got their own names and their
personalities” describe the kind of familiarity and relationship people have with
domestic pets. Some people felt the need to choose between pets and wildlife, "I know
people love dogs, but I would rather spend my time and energy and money supporting
our native wildlife."
Feeding wildlife was mentioned by some interviewees as an element of the connection
they have with individual animals, “I used to have a flock of about nine or ten of those
sulphur crested cockatoos fly down to the balcony of my office in the middle of
Canberra every day for breakfast. I'd feed them. They're a real mob of characters.”
Injured wildlife most memorable
When asked about their most memorable wildlife moment, almost half of the
interviewees mentioned incidents related to dead or injured wildlife. Hitting wildlife in
a vehicle was mentioned by many respondents as a significant encounter with wildlife.
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“No one was doing anything so I blocked the intersection with my little truck and called
the cops and got him (wallaby) off the road and put him in the bush, it was traumatic.”
“In terms of memorable to be honest, the memorable experiences tend to be bad ones,
like hitting a kangaroo driving at night. One time we did that when we were driving to
the start of a hike and it was not pleasant.”
Theme 2: Public attitudes to wildlife

All interview participants were personally positive and enthusiastic about the topic of
Australian wildlife but there were mixed views on how the general public feels about
wildlife. These views can be grouped into three sub themes: people care; people don’t
care; and people lack knowledge.
People care
All interviewees talked about themselves as people who care about wildlife but only
three felt certain that the general public feel the same way.
“I think most people have a love of their wildlife because it is unique and makes us so
Australian.”
“it just seems like a majority of the public actually care about wildlife.”
“Some people immensely care I realise, but a lot of people don't give it a second
thought.”
People don’t care
Approximately half of interviewees felt that the majority of Australians don’t care about
wildlife. Some interviewees identified a link between public apathy about wildlife
causes and a lack of government action and funding for environmental causes.
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“But the governments these days certainly don't fund wildlife care and rescue. But
maybe if enough people cared about it.”
“People just have such a disregard for the, you know, the trees and the wildlife and that
sort of thing.”
People lack knowledge
Some interviewees suggested that the lack of concern for wildlife is closely linked to a
lack of knowledge.
“There's so many people that don't know anything about nature, would have no idea
what's actually living out there.”

Theme 3: Wildlife information

This theme covers comments made about where people go to get general wildlife
information such as what species an animal is or whether something is harmful. Three
sub-themes split cited sources of wildlife information into: internet; wildlife
organisation and other.
Internet
Most interviewees get general wildlife information from the Internet. Google was the
most common site mentioned as the first site people go looking on the Internet. When
given a list of choices by Google, most said they would click through to a website from a
recognisable brand such as a museum, zoo or university. Despite prompting, few people
could name a specific website that was their go-to for trusted wildlife information.
“I would Google it; I don’t have a particular source.”
Wildlife organisation
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Three interviewees said they get their general wildlife information from well-known
wildlife organisations. Two of those mentioned Australia Zoo/the Irwin family
specifically.
“The Irwins and National Geographic” (television programs)
Other
Only two other sources of wildlife information were mentioned and both related to
knowledge about venomous or dangerous species. They were ‘first aid course’ and ‘fact
sheets/posters on the fridge’.

Theme 4: Rescue

When asked about specific instances rescuing or helping native wildlife, all interviewees
shared at least one experience where they were the first on the scene at a wildlife
emergency. Rescue anecdotes included a concussed kingfisher in a shopping centre, a
magpie with a broken wing and a range of species that had been hit by a car.
The broad theme of rescue contains subthemes that group three distinctive approaches
to wildlife rescue: helping wildlife myself; I would if I could and vets.
Helping wildlife myself
Interviewees varied in what they felt prepared to do to assist injured wildlife but all
expressed a willingness to help. While some people were prepared to catch injured
animals or keep them overnight until expert help arrived, others did not feel confident
about their ability to do more than call a wildlife rescue service.
Some interviewees mentioned incidents where they killed a badly injured animal to
relieve its suffering, “If I need to kill a magpie because he’s broken a wing, I’ve done that
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if I haven’t been able to take them anywhere. Because I used to live up in the bush
where you’re five hours away from a vet.”
I would if I could
Several interviewees spoke about times where they would have liked to help injured
wildlife but didn’t feel able or confident to do so. A recurring theme was when an animal
was mortally wounded and needed to be euthanised. Some interviewees expressed
regret that they were unable to quickly put an animal out of its suffering.
“The poor little thing (kangaroo) was suffering. I don't carry a gun around with me, so I
couldn't shoot it.”
Others expressed a willingness to help but a lack of skills, resources and confidence.
“Whenever I rescue wildlife, I don't like touching them or anything like that. I'm very
scared.”
“I'd always call (wildlife rescue) because I'm not confident handling them. And I don't
have like a towel and a box. I should probably keep a towel and a box in my car.”
Vets
Three interviewees mentioned vets as contributors to their rescue experience. All
mentioned the fact that vets take in rescued wildlife despite not being funded, or
necessarily equipped, to do so.
“And there's some vets who give their time for free. I think there should be more
support for vets to provide wildlife care.”
“When I dropped animals off of at the vets, it's neither here nor there. I don't think
they're set up necessarily for native animal rescue. And I can't blame them. But I think
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there needs to be a lot more funding or a dedicated rescue setup. Just from my
experience, it didn't seem to me like native animals were a priority.”

Theme 5: Wildlife carers

All interviewees describe what they considered to be common characteristics of wildlife
carers and the majority of comments were either positive or neutral. Many interviewees
described them as “animal people”, a breed of their own, distinguishing them as very
different to most people, including themselves. Descriptions of wildlife carers have been
split into three sub-themes: positive; negative and neutral.
Positive
Adjectives used to describe wildlife carers included inspiring, unique, skilled, pragmatic,
passionate, caring and compassionate. Most interviewees expressed admiration for the
work they do.
“I'm kind of entranced and touched by and humbled a little bit by the sheer dedication
and commitment and also sacrifice.”
“Very compassionate and really care about animals and it's such an incredible amount
of work and you have to be amazingly dedicated. The people I've met are really quite
extraordinary. Some of them burn out. And they give it up after a few years. But it's not
an easy job, I don't think.”
“I'm not sure I could I could go out and rescue injured animals regularly without
suffering stress and anxiety about it.
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Negative
Three people made negative comments about wildlife carers, with an emphasis on the
downsides of the commitment, passion and focus that other interviewees saw as
positives. These comments referred to personality traits and the wider impact of these
traits on their ability to run an organisation effectively.
“Completely unrealistic people.”
“And I think wildlife carers are obsessed. And they're strange, it doesn't mean to say
they're nasty people or not good people. It's just they're single issue people.”
“Too busy to get organised and mobilise. It's because they are so busy. The people on
the ground - the people that do the rescuing and the caring they are absolutely
swamped with animals. And they are so focussed on raising these animals, feeding them
every one of the pinkies (unfurred baby marsupial) have to get fed every hour, every
two hours to keep them alive. They're totally invested in that area.”
“Some of them are really smart people with incredible careers and post-graduate
educations. But they're not from the areas that are necessarily going to be useful.”
Neutral
Neutral descriptions of wildlife carers included comments about their lifestyle,
demographics and finances. The term “animal people” was used as both a positive,
negative and neutral description. Examples of neutral descriptions include “female”,
“middle aged”, “have spare time” and “have spare money”.

Theme 6: Wildlife rescue groups

Interviewees had a lot to say about their awareness and experiences of wildlife rescue
groups. Comments about wildlife rescue groups have been split into four sub-themes:
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always known about wildlife rescue; user satisfaction; marketing and communications
need and don’t want to become an official rescuer but want to help.

Always known about wildlife rescue
More than half of interviewees said they have always known about wildlife rescue, even
as a child. Several associated their awareness with road side signs advertising the local
wildlife rescue phone number, “I have always known about WIRES, you see the signs
out on the country road when you are driving.”
User satisfaction
Comments about an unsatisfactory experience with a wildlife rescue group included
time taken getting through to someone who can help, inefficiency, lack of resources,
closed-door culture, dismissive advice and failure to meet expectations in relation to a
wildlife rescue situation.
One interviewee reported an injured pigeon (not native) and was upset that the wildlife
rescue group would not help, “They are just like 'eh we don't care'. But I'm like, it's
suffering. But I understand they have to triage their resources and their time. But it does
make me feel sad when that happens.”

Another interviewee who had usually found wildlife groups to be helpful had an
instance when she found an injured bird and called wildlife rescue only for the phone
operator to say they were too busy, “do you know how many birds we've got here that
we're looking after?”
Some wildlife rescue groups did not meet some people’s expectations when they gave
advice “to do nothing.”
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“I called WIRES when I first moved into my flat a long time ago and there was a ringtail
possum in a palm tree. It didn't really give me a good image of WIRES actually they just
went 'oh just leave it there and see if it's there in a couple of days. If not then call us
back.’”
Advice from wildlife care groups to take animals to the vet was confusing and
frustrating to some interviewees.
“Sometimes they say, 'take it to a vet'. You know, I just saw a magpie get hit by a car, you
know, can you come pick it up they're like, 'oh, can you just take it to a vet?' And I'm
thinking like, why did I call? What's the point of the wildlife rescue if you just tell me to
take it to a vet? ‘Oh, no one's on duty can you just wrap it in a towel, put in a box and
take it to a vet?’”
Comments about wildlife rescue groups demonstrated appreciation for their assistance
as well as the challenges of dealing with injured animals and running volunteer
organisations.
“Someone came to help (an entangled fruit bat), but they said, 'We can't get it out and
this is why we can't get it out and there's nothing we can do.’ You know, ‘we've been
down, we've had a look', but it wasn't a fob off. Not what I wanted to hear, but I
understand, you know.”
“Very helpful and nothing was too much trouble.”
“Trying to get so many volunteers onside but making sure that they all have enough
initiative and incentive to make sure they're doing their jobs. I reckon that must be
tricky as hell.”
Marketing and communications need
Many interviewees talked about difficulty getting information about and from wildlife
rescue groups. Despite all interviewees having used wildlife rescue services in the past,
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all struggled to think of any marketing or communications products shared by wildlife
rescue groups. When asked “do you follow a wildlife rescue group online?”, the majority
of interviewees said they didn’t. A few said they are on mailing list for WIRES and some
other non-rescue related wildlife organisations including the Rescue Collective (a group
that usually supports domestic animals but switched to a wildlife focus during the Black
Summer bushfires). One interviewee said, “I don't go out of my way to get updates from
them.”
Opportunities for improved branding, imagery and representation were pointed out:
“Everybody's (wildlife rescue group websites) got a picture of a wounded animal with
some woman hand knitting crocheted beanies or something. You know what, it's just
boring.”
“Working at the fires the wildlife groups looked sloppy and it was unclear who they
were working with but everyone from WWF had a neat black branded t-shirt on.”
The ‘behind closed doors’ nature of wildlife rescue was also seen as a barrier to
significant engagement:
“I was approached by several families who wanted to donate money, but then ended up
not (donating) because they didn't get to see the wildlife. It's disappointing, but it's
understandable. I know what was motivating them. Maybe if they'd had a chance to see
them, they would have been impacted as they grew older, those children and maybe
they would have been giving more regular donations and maybe it's not just about their
money that they would become more involved in the world around them. So, it's not just
about that visit. Paying back for a donation? It goes much deeper than that. It's the
psychology of the whole giving process for that group. These wildlife organisations have
this amazing opportunity to pull heartstrings and to divert funds from other
organizations and causes. But they just don't use it.”
Don’t want to become an official rescuer but want to help
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All interviewees talked about a willingness to help wildlife rescue groups but several
voiced frustrations about the lack of opportunities to do so. More than half expressed a
desire to participate in wildlife rescue but not specifically as a “wildlife rescuer or
carer”. One interviewee, who already volunteers with other organisations, decided not
to do a wildlife rescue course even though it interests him because, “If I do the course I
am obliged constantly to go to calls (rescues) you know, I can only volunteer so much.”
Another interviewee wants to see new roles created in wildlife rescue groups, to attract
a broader volunteer base and lower the bar for how much time and commitment is
currently needed.
“These organisations don't understand how different groups in society have different
motivations for wanting to participate in wildlife rescue or environmental activism.”
“There's no other way you can participate unless you dedicate your whole week and it
and your house is full of animals and your life is hard. This is the one model that's on
offer.”

Theme 7: Financial support

The question “How do you think wildlife rescue should be funded?”, elicited a range of
strong views and some well-formed ideas. Interviewees readily explained their own
donation behaviour and the thinking behind it. Many prefaced their comments about
financial support by acknowledging a lack of knowledge about current wildlife rescue
funding models and costs. Responses about financial support for wildlife rescue groups
come under the following sub-themes: uncertainty about current funding; government
or industry funding; donations; funding needs to be well planned; inequality of funding
and rather give time than money
Uncertainty about current funding
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When asked ‘how should wildlife rescue service be funded?’, several interviewees
expressed uncertainty about what the current model for wildlife rescue is.
“I'm going to be honest, I'm not sure what the model is at the moment. If it's all just
public donations or if they get any government funding.”
This confusion appears to have an influence on people’s decision whether to donate or
not, “Yeah, soon as I heard that they were non-profit, literally non-funded, it was much
easier to think, ‘Yeah, I'll give you money.’”
Responses related to donations reflected some confusion about differentiation between
different charities and the work they do.
“There are number of animal welfare causes that I donate to each year. Everything from
the RSPCA through to the Foundation for National Parks & Wildlife, I don't know if you
call that wildlife.”
Government or industry funding
All 13 interviewees agreed that there should be some degree of government funding.
Wildlife rescue was universally described a necessary public service. This sub-theme
reflected the views of respondents about both the need for funding and its provenance.
“I think there should be more government funding for it, because it's part of our natural
heritage.”
“Things that serve the public good or large-scale things should be government funded. I
think that the environment and native animals should be prioritised by the government
and funded at a government level so that they're not reliant on individual donations. I
think it's really hard to run any sort of long-term operation when you're reliant on
public donations because it can fluctuate so much.”
“It is public good. It is. It is a service that they (provide) instead of government
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Several interviewees added that wildlife volunteers should not have to use their own
money to do this work and one suggested they should receive payment for their time.
“I don't like the fact that someone has to fork out of their own pocket just to be a good
person.”
“They should get some sort of salary or stipend to look after animals. They're doing
work that is in service of the community. They should damn well be paid for it.”
When prompted to explain why wildlife rescue services should be government funded,
three main reasons were given: the government would need to provide this service if
volunteers weren’t doing it; wildlife rescue is a form of environmental protection and
the environment is the government’s responsibility; and the need for reliable long-term
funding in order to provide a sustainable service
Donations
Only two interviewees explicitly said they do not donate to wildlife rescue groups.
Reasons cited were “too many choices” and “not in a financial position to donate.” One
said, “I don’t financially support anybody full time because I’m doing what I’m doing for
poor kids in Australia at the moment.”
Of those who do donate or have donated to wildlife rescue groups, the majority said
their money had gone to larger groups with high levels of brand recognition (e.g.
WIRES) or specialist groups with a narrow focus (e.g. dog rescue or single species such
as orangutan or Tasmanian devil charities). Several people mentioned donating to
national or international animal welfare groups such as RSPCA or Animals Australia
instead, “because they have trusted brands that government and corporate associate
with the environment”.
“I donate to either the generalist ones or one or two things I've just developed of a
particular attachment to like Tassie devil stuff, because I've been to Tasmania quite a
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few times and I kind of feel sorry for the poor buggers and they’re actually quite
fascinating little creatures when you see them close up. So, there's that emotional bit
that I think is a strong, strong pull.”
Of those who said they donate to wildlife rescue groups, several talked about the need
for both “doers” and “donors” in volunteer sectors.
“Well you need both don't you. The money is no use if there's no one there and people
can't do anything without the money. So, it feeds each other.”
Some people were adamant that although they were passionate about animal welfare
and wildlife rescue, their financial contribution was in lieu of hands-on work because of
life circumstances and personality.
“In my current situation, I'm unlikely to actually rescue any wildlife because of my
dogs.”
“I just donate money to most of them because I'm not really an at-the-coalface person.
So, I just support them money wise.
“I find it too upsetting so I let other people do all the heartbreaking work. And I just try
to help out with money.”
Funding needs to be well planned
Some interviewees expressed frustration that wildlife groups do not fundraise
according to best practice not-for-profit principles. Making an online donation was
described as “difficult”, donors don’t feel like they get anything out of donating and
groups don’t always look like the kind of “well branded, savvy” organisations that
attract corporate donations.
“They don’t have the most important thing, which is a knowledge of how to raise money
and position themselves.”
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“I asked (a wildlife carer), I said, would it be possible for people who volunteer or
donate a certain amount of money to see the wildlife? (She said) ‘No, our policy is that
it's not in the best interests of the wildlife to be seen.’ Now that's problematic because
people like to see evidence and not just on social media. I mean, there's a reason why
Taronga Zoo and Western Plains Zoo have hand feeding of the giraffe.”
“These wildlife organisations have this amazing opportunity to pull heartstrings and to
divert funds from other organizations and causes. But they just don't use it.”
“I do not want my CEO to see that I'd given $50,000 of their money to some hippie in a
crochet beanie with dreadlocks and some tats on her neck because I will look like I'm
not a professional person. I want to give money as a business arrangement. I want to
give it to an organisation that looks well branded, savvy. Looks like I can get some good
PR out of it.”
Inequality of funding
Several interviewees mentioned that some wildlife rescue groups attract more
donations and funding then others, pointing out that the gap between struggling and
well-off groups increased after the Black Summer bushfires.
“Donation behaviour focused on larger national groups during fires.”
Rather give time than money
Interviewees mentioned non-financial they contribute to the work of wildlife rescue
groups. These included hosting them as guests on community radio, letter writing and
advocacy and helping them with their websites and fundraising.
“I got lots of corporates to donate money and materials during the fires.”
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Theme 8: Bushfires

The 2019/20 Black Summer bushfires were mentioned throughout the interviews even
when the question did not relate to the fires specifically. The timing of these interviews
only a few months after the fires ended made ‘Bushfires’ a strong theme in relation to
wildlife rescue.
Interviewees experienced many similar reactions to the Black Summer bushfires and
these are captured in the following sub-themes: emotional reaction; increased
awareness; loss, media imagery and provoked action.
Emotional reaction
When asked, “How did the recent bushfires influence your feelings and behaviour
towards wildlife?”, a range of negative emotions were described by interviewees. For
some, these emotions were still being felt at the time of interview (approximately four
months after the Black Summer bushfires ended). One interviewee was so affected by
the fire’s impact on wildlife that she had begun to question her religious beliefs, “I was
very much a Christian ethic, believing in God. But after all that I started to question. I
sort of thought, 'Where's God?’ and all those sort of things.”
Other emotions felt by interviewees included heartbreak, horror, sadness, empathy,
fear, dread, distress, overload, grief and anger. Comments included, “To be honest, I feel
like I want to cry thinking about it.” And, “Just complete sadness for the animals, that
they've lost their habitat, they've lost their food source.”
Four of the thirteen interviewees expressed feelings of helplessness due the duration
and scale of the Black Summer bushfires and the apparent delays getting help for
affected wildlife.
“There was no ability to rescue or help, because you just had to stay put so that you
could save yourself.”
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“It went on so long there was nowhere left for wildlife to escape to.”
Increased awareness
Some interviewees mentioned increased awareness of wildlife conservation as one
positive outcome from the Black Summer bushfires.
“Prior to that (the Black Summer bushfires), you know, Australian wildlife weren't
getting enough attention. Land was getting cleared. You've got logging, development or
whatever. And then the fires just exacerbated that for us.”
Loss
Many of the interviewees talked about the scale of the fires and the resulting loss of
habitat and wildlife.
“I guess it really just reinforced how vulnerable Australian wildlife is. Those bushfires
were at a scale that no one had ever seen before. And it was quite obvious. They were
catastrophic.”
Media imagery
Interviewees found it easy to recall particular media images used during the Black
Summer fires and most referred to images that consisted of one lone animal set against
a black or red background.
“The image gave me anxiety and empathy, mainly for the wildlife.”
Ten of the 13 interviewees mentioned koala footage or photos when asked about the
wildlife imagery that was most memorable during the Black Summer fires. Of those
mentions, most were of one specific video that featured a member of the public taking
off her blouse so she could use it to pick up an injured koala from burning bushland.
Several people mentioned the audible crying sound the koala makes in the video.
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“The woman who ripped her shirt off and rescued the koala. That was just marvellous
good on her. I think we probably would have all done the same if we had the
opportunity.”
“The lady who ripped her top off and was trying to save that little koala but I don't think
it survived in the end, it was just too badly burnt. And her face, you know, that distress
on the faces of people. For a woman to rip her top off and try and save an animal and be
upset at the same time. It's pretty heroic.”
“They really did portray the koalas a lot more than I think the kangaroos and possums,
and all the other things that went into wildlife care.”
Other images mentioned featured kangaroos escaping flames or standing in charred
landscapes and dead birds on Mallacoota Beach (Victoria).
“There was one or two of kangaroos. It's just sort of glowing red. Orange, bright orange,
red, a sort of furnace. These sort of things stick in the mind very much.”
Provoked action
When interviewees were asked if the Black Summer bushfires influenced their
behaviour in relation to native wildlife, most said it did, but the types of actions
provoked were quite varied. Many of the interviewees noted increased awareness and
action for wildlife by their neighbours and the wider public.
“I think people that have never even thought twice about animals, that live in the city. I
really think that even those people were donating.”
Short term behaviours included putting out food and water for animals and donating to
animal welfare or wildlife groups. Long term behaviours included renewed enthusiasm
for habitat protection advocacy and tree planting.
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“It really emphasised to me that there needs to be a lot more focus on helping Australian
wildlife.”
“It just drove home the message that now they're in even more desperate need of
having their habitat protected and being looked after and valued as a part of Australia.”
“I guess what made me donate to WIRES was the immediate thing - there's animals that
are hurt they need some sort of help. And it was either donate to WIRES or donate to
the bushfiries. And I am a firm believer that the government should be funding that
(firefighting services) solely and there should be no donations required.”
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Discussion
This research took place in the months after the Black Summer bushfires, the worst
wildlife disaster in Australian history. This context, along with the decision to only
survey and interview users of wildlife rescue services, will have strongly influenced
research participants’ views and emotions. Even taking these factors into consideration,
the results suggest that wildlife and wildlife rescue services are highly valued by the
public.
Wildlife rescue is described as important, necessary and worthy of government funding,
payment for service and/or donations. There is widespread admiration and concern for
wildlife carers and a willingness to support them with time and money. Wildlife rescue
organisations are highly valued and appreciated and perceptions of their personal
attributes are mostly positive. Users of wildlife rescue services want to be part of the
‘effort’, though not necessarily as formal members of a wildlife group. Yet, despite
strong community interest and concern for Australian wildlife and wildlife rescue, the
sector is poorly understood.
Community attitudes towards wildlife rescue have not been studied before. Wildlife
rescue groups generally do not conduct their own surveys and do not prioritise
audience research, evaluation or marketing. For these reasons, this research should be
pleasantly surprising to those who work as wildlife volunteers.
One of the most striking findings is a notable incongruence between the observed
support for wildlife rescue and the sector’s low profile and lack of funding. Wildlife
rescue groups would benefit from further research to understand why strong positive
public sentiment is not converting into donations, new recruits and advocacy. It would
also be beneficial to widen the study focus group to include members of the public that
have never contacted a wildlife rescue group for assistance.
The key findings to emerge throughout this research will be discussed under three
themes:
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1. Australians love wildlife and want to help
2. Wildlife rescue groups and their users don’t know enough about each other
3. The Black Summer bushfires increased public awareness and support for wildlife
rescue services

Australians love wildlife and want to help
Intimate connections with wildlife are sought out and experienced by Australians from
all walks of life and are not exclusive to ‘animal people’. Previous researchers have
emphasised the way that direct contact, emotion, compassion and beauty contribute to
people’s connections with nature (Lumber et al., 2017; Manfredo, 2008; Skibins &
Powell, 2013). Wildlife experiences recorded in this study shared these traits and
support Miller’s (2003) proposition that the majority of Australians form strong
emotional attachment to animals and are interested in wildlife. Daily interactions with
native wildlife are a treasured part of many people’s work or home life. Descriptions of
these interactions include giving individual animals names, knowing their habits,
mutual tolerance and recognising when something is wrong. Anthropomorphism is a
common feature of public encounters with native wildlife, a behaviour that is just as
evident in interactions between wildlife volunteers and the animals they care for
(Baumeister & Leary, 1995). The ‘relationships’ people have with wildlife can be as
close and mutually beneficial as those had with domestic pets. The connections and
relationships people have with native animals appear to be a strong predictor for
‘helping’ behaviours. A 2016 study by Klimecki et al. found that putting a face to a victim
increases empathy, and in turn, altruistic behaviour (p.4). The study showed that it is
situational empathy that motivates people to help, rather than just empathetic traits. If
we assume that people are similarly motivated by situational empathy in relation to
animals, it makes sense that they would be motivated to help the wildlife they are
familiar with. Proximity and connection increases empathy and this leads to an increase
in altruism. The empathy-altruism hypothesis is well studied in human-to-human
contexts (Farrelly & Bennett, 2017; Klimecki et al., 2016) but its application in humananimal encounters is unclear. Wildlife groups could learn from the way many major
charities use human victims to elicit empathy and encourage donations, When Howard
(2006) asked people what motivated them to feed birds the birds in their garden, many
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people said it was an act of reparation. Feeding local birds is seen as a small gesture of
help to offset the damage humans do to nature. A similar sentiment was observed in this
study when people talked about putting food and water out for native animals during
the Black Summer bushfires. Faced with overwhelming environmental destruction and
feelings of sadness, empathy and guilt – people chose to reach out to the wildlife around
their homes. Hundreds of people volunteered to put food and water out for wildlife
during and after the Black Summer fires, many of whom were not members of wildlife
groups.
Hundreds of people call Australian wildlife rescue hotlines every day. Everyone who
contributed to this research came from this cohort of callers. As expected from this
group of people, willingness to help wildlife as a first responder is high. Interviewees
expressed a desire to help injured wildlife and all said they would call a wildlife rescue
group again if required. Barriers to helping wildlife, when first on the scene, were more
practical than attitudinal. Some people expressed fear or lack of confidence about
handling animals. Others said they didn’t think they had the right equipment for
euthanising, capturing or transporting injured wildlife. Several interviewees talked
about the memorable trauma caused by feeling powerless to help animals in need.
One of the strongest themes that emerged from this research was universal concern for
the welfare of Australian wildlife. People call wildlife rescue services because they are
worried, nervous, uncertain or sad about an animal they have come across that needs
help. They are highly motivated to act on behalf of injured wildlife and are willing to
participate in rescue. Finding an injured animal creates similar emotions to other
wildlife encounters and many people talk about wildlife encounters and rescue
encounters interchangeably. The emotions experienced by callers to wildlife rescue
services stand in stark contrast to the transactional nature of these calls. Wildlife
volunteers who answer hotline calls may not appreciate that callers are in a heightened
emotional state and are often seeking relief from the anxiety of finding an injured
animal and not knowing what to do. These calls are the ideal environment to engage
callers with further information and opportunities to contribute to wildlife rescue, both
immediately and long-term.
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For many Australians, a wildlife rescue experience is the closest they ever come to
native animals. Many of those experiences are traumatic. When asked about their “most
memorable wildlife experience”, more than half of interview participants talked about
wildlife motor vehicle collisions. This is not surprising given the millions of wildlife
vehicles strikes recorded in Australia every year. Running over wildlife may be
ubiquitous with driving a car in Australia but that does not mean people are insensitive
to these events. Interviewees recalled wildlife motor vehicle strikes in vivid detail and
with much sadness and regret. Those who shared these stories talked about attempting
first aid, checking for orphaned joeys and wishing they had the means to euthanise
mortally wounded animals that were clearly suffering. Australia’s 6 million + annual
animal vehicle strikes do not get the same media attention and profile that crisis events
like bushfires do even though vehicle strikes, along with dog attacks and cat attacks, are
among the top three reasons why someone will call a wildlife rescue service for
assistance (Taylor-Brown et al., 2019). Wildlife rescue groups could significantly
increase public engagement with proactive education about the causes of wildlife injury
and simple first aid advice. Better resourcing of wildlife rescue hotlines could also
improve the ‘customer’ experience and allow the caller to be more involved in the
rescue.
The frequency of injured wildlife encounters experienced shows that wildlife rescue is
part of Australian life. Wildlife groups could improve public engagement and animal
welfare outcomes by considering a more inclusive approach to the rescue process and
the sharing of knowledge. Untrained members of the public don’t feel confident
administering first aid to wildlife and are not encouraged to by wildlife rescue groups.
In a country where wildlife experiences are so common and appreciated, there is much
potential to empower all people to have basic skills and equipment to provide initial
help to injured animals and become part of the team.
Seemingly one aspect hampering the capacity for Australians to actively help with
wildlife rescue is a lack of knowledge about these groups and their activities and a
mutual lack of knowledge from such groups about their users.
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Wildlife rescue groups and their users don’t know enough
about each other
The results of this research show that public interest in wildlife rescue is high, but
public knowledge of how wildlife rescue works is low. Most interviewees said they have
always known about wildlife rescue services and can’t remember the first time they
knew they existed. Roadside signs were the most mentioned medium for finding out
who to call in a particular area. More than 95 per cent of survey respondents scored the
importance of wildlife rescue services as eight or above (out of ten). That the majority of
respondents gave the highest possible ‘importance score’ is most likely surprising to a
sector that has struggled to raise money and attract new members. It is impossible to
know how much the Black Summer bushfires influenced people’s response to this
question. Ideally the survey would be repeated a year later to see if scoring changes.
Wildlife rescue groups don’t know much about the people that use their services. They
don’t survey or follow up with callers and they don’t demonstrate value for the
contribution being made by those callers. This lack of knowledge is something wildlife
volunteers have in common with their ‘customers’. People who access wildlife rescue
services don’t know much about the way wildlife rescue services function or are funded.
Australians are overwhelmingly positive about wildlife rescue services but there are
notable gaps in general knowledge about how these services operate and what should
be expected of them. Most people agree that “the government should protect the
environment and that includes native animals.” They view wildlife rescue an essential
public service that should be government funded but are unclear about whether it is. All
agreed that wildlife volunteers should not have to use their own money to participate in
wildlife rescue. Of interest was the observation by one research participant that, “as
soon as I heard that they were non-profit, non-funded, it was much easier to think,
‘Yeah, I'll give you money.’" It appears that inaccurate assumptions about government
funding are masking financial need and preventing potential donations.
Not everyone who cares about wildlife is in a position to volunteer as a carer or rescuer.
Many people don’t have enough spare time or space at home to house animals. Some
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people say they would find it too confronting and sad, seeing injured animals or having
them die in care. Regret and guilt about an inability to help in a hands-on way, was a
common sentiment and well represented by the comment “I find it too upsetting so I let
other people do all the heartbreaking work. And I just try to help out moneywise.”
Donating, following (on social media) or advocating for wildlife rescue groups are seen
as achievable contributions and a way of feeling part of ‘the solution’. The need for both
‘doers’ and ‘donors’ is a guiding principle in the organisation of most successful
volunteer-based organisations and a recurring theme in this research. Many wildlife
rescue groups don’t value or include donors as part of the work they do. The irony of
donor blindness is that by focusing on doers as the only legitimate contributors to a
group, the doers suffer as a result of underfunding.
One participant suggested that wildlife rescue groups’ emphasis on doers risks losing or
alienating other types of contributors altogether. They expressed frustration at their
local group’s reluctance to accept outside help with fundraising and marketing, “Not
everyone assisting your organisation has the same motivations for participating. Some
are more capable of giving financial donations but don't really want to participate. So,
asking them to participate is going to alienate them from the response they might have
given.”
The same interviewee went on to suggest that wildlife rescue groups should outsource
fundraising and marketing to people who are not necessarily ‘animal people’, “I think
there's obviously room to professionalise their fundraising; to apply a few more of the
proven marketing skills. Because a lot of these people don't have any of that, nor should
they, because it's not what they do.”
Many donors to wildlife rescue groups had trouble recalling the name of the group they
support or supported. The majority of survey participants said they couldn’t remember
or gave a non-existent or generic, non-identifying name such as “koala hospital.” Similar
vagueness was evident amongst interviewees when asked, “Do you donate to any
wildlife rescue groups?” People’s inability to name wildlife rescue groups they have
previously interacted with is evidence of a lack of good follow up and engagement. A
lack of brand awareness and fundraising relationships was noted for all wildlife groups
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in New South Wales and the Australian Capital Territory, with the exception of WIRES.
This problem would be solved with a small investment in marketing, brand
development and public engagement. It is clear that people want to give money to
animal related causes, especially during a crisis. Wildlife rescue groups have not
positioned themselves to easily receive that money, or to create ongoing, mutually
beneficial relationships with donors.
Callers to wildlife rescue hotlines receive free advice and assistance 24 hours per day,
seven days per week. This is another potential but unexplored source of funds for
wildlife rescue groups especially given that most respondents were willing to pay or
donate in return for wildlife rescue services. ‘Willingness to pay’ is sometimes used in
market research to test how much the public value a free service. The results of this
research demonstrate high willingness to pay and suggest that wildlife rescue groups
should provide callers with an opportunity to donate during or soon after each call. The
opportunity to donate could also increase the perceived value of the service rendered,
signalling to the caller that this work costs money even if it is provided free of charge.
Users of wildlife rescue services are mostly full of admiration and gratitude towards
wildlife carers, typified by one interviewee who said they were, “Entranced and touched
by and humbled a little bit by the sheer dedication and commitment and also sacrifice.”
They recognise it is a difficult job done by special and dedicated people. Given that
wildlife rescue groups don’t provide opportunities for callers to provide feedback, this
praise rarely reaches the people who have earned it. Wildlife rescue groups should
allow their ‘customers’ to review their experience, if only to provide a platform for
positive feedback to reach and motivate volunteers.
Interviewee descriptions of wildlife carers are supported by previous studies that found
people who work in this field to have affinity with animals (Englefield et al., 2019b) and
biospheric-altruistic motivations (Stern et al., 1995). People agreed that wildlife carers
are dedicated, compassionate, and caring - common traits of the mutualism wildlife
value orientation often observed in people that care for the welfare of animals
(Manfredo et al., 2003). While some people admired the “dedication” and “commitment”
shown by wildlife volunteers, others suggested that these traits were limiting their
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ability to be organised and influential. Descriptions such as “obsessed”, “too busy”,
“unrealistic” and “single issue people” suggest that some people see wildlife volunteer
values as quite different to their own. Many interview participants referred to wildlife
carers as “animal people”. The use of this phrase consistently implied that wildlife
carers are different to the rest of society, a sub group or tribe that prioritises animals
over people. Some interviewees used “animal people” or “animal person” as a positive
or neutral description of “What kind of people become wildlife carers” while others
used it negatively, suggesting that “animal people” struggle to fit in with the human
world. While it is normal and beneficial for environmental volunteers to bond through
shared values and motivations, wildlife volunteer groups should be aware that others
may have different values or reasons for wanting to help wildlife. Strong mutualism
wildlife values may support wildlife volunteering activities and teamwork but they need
not be the same values that a group chooses to project to the outside world. Wildlife
rescue groups should tap into broader pro-animal and pro-environment values in their
communications and interactions with the public.
Wildlife volunteers are often motivated by animal welfare concerns (Amesbury, 2018)
and an affinity with animals (Englefield et al., 2019b) but the most motivating
environmental volunteer experiences should satisfy people’s desire to help the
environment (Bruyere & Rappe, 2007). People also develop stronger attachments when
they have a personal or emotional experience (Huq & Burgin, 2016). As Randle and
Dolnicar (2015) suggest, wildlife volunteer groups should be targeting people with
strong environmental and altruistic values in their marketing. They can do this by
projecting a big picture vision for helping the environment and saving species, rather
than just saving individual animals.
Interviewee perceptions of the time, money and dedication required to be a wildlife
volunteer match what has been documented in previous research. The survey results
found that more than half of respondents have considered becoming a wildlife carer.
Reasons cited for not wanting to become a wildlife volunteer included feeling obligated
to constantly go to rescues and not having enough time. Wildlife volunteers work more
hours and use more of their own money than most other volunteers (Englefield et al.,
2019b; Haering et al., 2019) and this could explain why groups experience high
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turnover and recruitment challenges even though so many people have considered
becoming a wildlife carer.
The 2019/20 Black Summer bushfires brought an unexpected and unwanted
opportunity for wildlife rescue groups to talk about themselves to a large audience.

The Black Summer bushfires increased public awareness and
support for wildlife rescue services
During the long, hot summer of 2019/20, Australian wildlife rescuers and carers
became international news. Australia’s worst ever bushfire season killed billions of
animals and ravaged the habitat of many more. Disasters and innocent victims
(Forstorp, 2007) are documented provocation for charitable action and in this instance,
the worst bushfire season was the setting for the most donations Australian wildlife
groups have ever received. An estimated $200 million worth of corporate and individual
donations flowed into the bank accounts of hundreds of large and small wildlife groups
and shelters.
Suddenly the whole world seemed to care about the plight of Australian wildlife and the
people who assist when they are injured and displaced. Wildlife rescue hotlines were
overwhelmed by calls from the public and media. They all seemed to be asking the same
question, “How can we help?” Wildlife rescue offices were swamped with deliveries
from all around the world. Some had to buy shipping containers to store the vast
quantities of donated medical supplies and hand-made kangaroo pouches and koala
mittens. WIRES created an infographic (Figure 10) to show the increase in demand on
their services. Most of these calls and emails were not related to rescue of wildlife, they
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were from people wanting to know how they could donate money or supplies or
volunteer their time.

Figure 10: Infographic showing demand for
services during the peak of the Black Summer

Figure 11: Greta Thunberg’s
Tweet quoting Chris Dickman

bushfires (Credit: WIRES Facebook)
The size, scale and duration of the Black Summer bushfires were mentioned by many as
unprecedented, relentless and unnatural. For many donors it was the magnitude of the
disaster that turned them from generally concerned about wildlife to shocked and
worried about the future of all Australian wildlife. In January 2020 there was a shift in
the bushfire narrative when the media started quoting Professor Chris Dickman from
the University of Sydney’s claims that “one billion animals have been killed” and that
“extinctions are possible as result of these fires” (Dickman & McDonald, 2020). These
comments were shared widely and were incorporated into international climate change
discourse including on Twitter by climate change activist Greta Thunberg (see Figure
11). As one research participant said, “I just couldn't believe it when they said there
were billions of animals burnt. I know the only practical thing I could do was give more
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money. I can't give millions because I'm on a pension but I give a couple of hundred
dollars a month. And that's about the only thing I feel I can do. I don't know what else I
can really do.”
The Black Summer bushfires stirred up a range of intense emotions and reactions, most
notably the urge to “help” or “do something” to alleviate intense feelings of anger,
sadness, fear, empathy, grief, dread and horror. Sadness has been shown to increase
willingness to participate in pro-environmental activity (Schwartz & Loewenstein,
2017). Various studies have shown that people behave altruistically in response to
empathetic emotions, both to help the person or animal that is suffering, and to ease
their own negative feelings (Farrelly & Bennett, 2018; Batson et al., 1991). Charitable
organisations regularly use storytelling to present problems and situations that elicit
negative emotions such as sadness and empathy. Donating is offered as a solution to
both the problem and the negative feelings experienced. “These feelings convert into
anticipated positive emotions when the consumer is given the opportunity to help the
person in need through a donation” (Merchant et al., 2010). Relentless, image heavy
media coverage was the main source of information about impacted wildlife in Australia
and all around the world. The most memorable and disturbing image was one of a
woman rescuing a burnt koala, later named ‘Lewis’, in bushland near Port Macquarie,
New South Wales (screenshot of news article shown in Figure 12).
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Figure 12: Screenshot of online news story about ‘Lewis’ the koala (Australian
Associated press, 2019)
‘Lewis’ was taken to the nearby volunteer-run Port Macquarie Koala Hospital and
within weeks the video footage had gone viral around the world. More than $7 million
dollars of donations were made via the Koala Hospital’s GoFundMe page. The image of a
lone koala in a burnt landscape is ubiquitous with bushfire events in Australia due to
the media’s use of these types of photos in their coverage. Participants in this study felt
deep concern and empathy for ‘Lewis’ the koala. This response is consistent with public
reactions to a koala called ‘Sam’ who became the wildlife face of the 2009 Victorian
bushfires (Due et al., 2014). Empathy and compassion are key motivators for donation
behaviour and altruistic behaviour is increased by putting a face to the victims of a
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crisis (Klimecki et al., 2016). Koalas are the ideal ‘face’ to elicit empathy given their
“fluffy” and “cute” appearance and high ranking in ‘likeability’ studies (Woods, 2000;
Kellert, 1989; Bart, 1972). They are familiar and part of popular culture (Stratford et al.,
2000) and are perceived as a symbol of hope and an acceptor of human assistance (Due
et al., 2014).
In her 2018 book Psychology for a Better World, Niki Harre makes a case for using
negative emotions in small doses to get people’s attention and inspire action. Harre says
that we need anger, fear and sadness “to hover in the background and occasionally jolt
us out of complacency” (p.30) but that negative emotions need to be countered with
larger doses of positive emotions, especially hope. Wildlife groups should consider this
balance when sharing stories about injured wildlife and rescue work. The Black
Summer bushfires showed that extreme negative emotions can lead to extreme levels of
support and pro-environmental behaviour. Thought needs to go into follow-up
communications after crisis events, to relieve people of their grief and anxiety and to
keep them motivated with more sustainable and sustaining emotions such as those
mentioned by Robinson (2013) in his book Changeology: how to enable groups,
communities and societies to do things they’ve never done before. Robinson agrees with
Harre that a range of positive emotions motivate behaviour and change including joy,
curiosity, autonomy, loyalty, skill mastery and playfulness.
Almost half of survey respondents said they value wildlife rescue services more as a
result of the Black Summer bushfires and that they donated to a wildlife charity during
the crisis. While this shift in values and behaviour was the result of an environmental
disaster, it demonstrates that the public are willing and able to help wildlife and wildlife
rescue if they perceive there is great need. The comment, “I guess what made me donate
to WIRES was the immediate thing, there are animals that are hurt they need some sort
of help,” is representative of most people’s reasons for donating. They felt compelled to
help, to do something immediate, to ease the pain being felt by animals and animal
carers.
Donation motivations during a crisis are well understood and masterfully utilised by
groups such as the Red Cross and Médecins Sans Frontières. Forstorp (2007) explains
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that people are initially motivated by altruism and empathy when they observe mass
suffering and innocent victims. The relationship between the donor and the charity is
clearly defined and the importance of the partnership is emphasised. The charity can’t
help those in need without money from donors. Donors can’t directly help those in need
but by giving money they are making a difference. Many of those who donated to
wildlife rescue groups during the Black Summer bushfires described the same
motivations that Forstorp (2007) refers to. They donated to wildlife charities to be part
of the response. Their money is as important as the physical act of saving animals and
the motivations of the donor are similar to the motivations of the rescuer.
It is interesting that chronic threats to wildlife do not elicit the same levels of public
emotion and action that the Black Summer bushfires did. Habitat loss and climate
change are arguably far bigger threats to Australia’s biodiversity but their impacts are
mostly hidden and slow. They don’t (yet) have the horror movie-like effects that
bushfires created. Wildlife groups may consider using the bushfire platform to start
talking about the other threats to wildlife. Many of the well-known animal welfare and
environmental groups such as WWF, IFAW and the RSPCA have created long-term
campaigns and messaging to try to maintain the public interest created by the fires.
Stories of recovery and healing give empathetic/altruistic donors the comfort and
reassurance they are seeking after an environmental disaster and can help to promote
ongoing giving (Farrelly & Bennett, 2018). There is increasing evidence that damage to
the natural environment can cause psychological distress long after a bushfire has
finished (Eisenman et al., 2015). This phenomenon is known as solastalgia, the loss of
solace from a landscape. Wildlife volunteer groups can offer hope by sharing successful
rescue, rehabilitation and re-release stories.

Opportunities for wildlife rescue groups
Wildlife rescue service user satisfaction levels are associated with the knowledge and
expectations people have of the organisation. Satisfied users recognise great work
achieved with limited resources while dissatisfied users talked about delays getting
help or not getting the kind of help they were looking for. Expectations of wildlife rescue
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services are influenced by knowledge about how the service operates and how it is
resourced. It is reasonable for callers to anticipate a fast and reliable response from a
service that is available 24 hours, 365 days of the year and is seen as a fundamental
public service. It was evident amongst interviewees that there is a correlation between
knowledge of wildlife rescue operations and tolerance for long wait times. Those with
high awareness of the sector also demonstrated greater willingness to ‘do their bit’, by
containing the animal or taking it to a vet or carer. For the majority of the public there
remains a problematic gulf between expectations and the reality of overworked
volunteers answering wildlife hotlines from their living rooms. This presents an
opportunity for wildlife groups to educate the public about the way they operate, and
the challenges of being home-based volunteers who juggle wildlife rescue with day jobs
or family life. Wildlife rescue hotlines could have a short introduction or on hold
message that helps with expectation management and public education. For example,
“Thanks for your patience, we are a volunteer-run organisation” or “Summer is an
especially busy time for us so you might have to wait a bit longer for someone to assist
you”. Wildlife hotlines could be used for a range of simple messaging to improve
outcomes for wildlife and wildlife rescue groups. On hold messages could also provide
animal first aid, donation or membership information.
The need for improved marketing and communications was subtext in most of the
survey results and interview responses but in some instances it was explicitly stated.
Wildlife group websites were reported as difficult to navigate when people tried to find
information or donate. Previous studies have found that it is common for non-profit
organisations to lag behind corporates when it comes to having high quality, functional
websites that are interactive and contain customised content to attract and hold new
audiences (Treiblmaier & Pollach, 2008). There was significant confusion between
group names and brands and very few people were confident about who their local
group was. A large number of survey respondents and several interviewees said they
couldn’t remember which wildlife group/s they had donated to during the Black
Summer bushfires or at other times. This suggests a lack of donor follow up engagement
and significant lost opportunities for repeat or regular donations. Interviewees
struggled to think of any wildlife groups they followed on social media or received enewsletters from. One interviewee described the contrast between the presentation of
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wildlife volunteers and WWF staff at wildlife feeding activities during the Black Summer
bushfires. All WWF staff wore neat uniforms with clearly seen logos. Wildlife volunteers
“looked sloppy” and nobody knew which group they belonged to. The interviewee
described the way a simple uniform allowed WWF to effectively get the credit for the
whole operation, at the time and afterwards when photos were shared publicly.
The Internet was repeatedly mentioned by survey respondents and interviewees as the
place people seek out wildlife information and locate wildlife rescue services. Wildlife
rescue websites and social media were described as boring, badly designed and difficult
to use. There was a notable lack of ‘go to’ websites for trusted wildlife information and
few research participants could remember any online communications from wildlife
rescue groups.
Unlike similar sized volunteer-based sectors in Australia, wildlife rescue groups do not
have an overarching national or state body to produce strategic communications and
unite volunteers. Marketing, fundraising and communications are each group’s
responsibility. Recent research (Englefield et. al., 2019a) suggests that strategic national
coordination of wildlife rescue could improve public interaction with wildlife rescue
and remove the need for volunteer groups to solve this problem themselves.

Where to from here?
The participants in this study were all users of wildlife rescue services. While we can
hypothesise that users of wildlife rescue services would be more positive and
supportive of wildlife and this sector than the general population, surveying the
broader public with the same questions would allow that comparison to be made. It
would be interesting to ask non-users of wildlife rescue services why they haven’t called
on their assistance and in what circumstances they would consider doing so.
Repeating the survey and interviews, with the same audience type, in 12-18 months
would also be useful to observe the likely influence of the Black Summer bushfires on
people’s attitudes. Almost half of survey respondents admitted they value wildlife
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rescue more as a result of the bushfires. Follow-up research would be helpful to
understand when (if ever) the motivating effects of an environmental disaster dissipate.
It would be worthwhile to re-survey the same participants at regular intervals to see if
they are still engaged with wildlife and wildlife rescue in any way.
This study is good news for wildlife rescue groups for three main reasons. Firstly,
Australians do love wildlife and want to help. Secondly, wildlife rescue groups and their
users can get to know each other better with regular surveys of each group, clear
communications, a simple audience engagement strategy and myth busting. Wildlife
rescue groups would benefit from expanding their team and letting more people help
them. They need a more diverse membership and skill set. Wildlife volunteers don’t all
have to be ‘animal people’. And lastly, the Black Summer bushfires created a platform
for awareness of wildlife issues and needs and kicked off significant fundraising. It
showed the intensity of concern for wildlife and the widespread willingness to help.

Reframing the relationship
With this thesis fresh in my mind, I decided to take a new approach with some callers
during a 12-hour shift on my group’s wildlife rescue hotline. A gentleman called around
6.00pm to report an ibis in a park that was unable to fly. The caller was obviously
distressed and asked with concern, “How long will it take to get someone out here to
rescue the bird?”
Having already been on the phone for a few hours I knew it was a busy evening and that
most volunteers were already tied up with other rescues. Dinner is a notoriously bad
time to get volunteers to attend rescues as most are attending to domestic obligations
such as picking up children, cooking dinner or getting home from work.
In the past I would have told the caller, “I will try to find someone as soon as possible”,
even when I knew it was unlikely that I would find someone to attend before dark.
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This time I decided to spell out the facts, clearly and politely. The result was wonderful
and unexpected.
I said, “I am sorry to say that we are very busy tonight. All our members are volunteers
and some of them have already attended several rescues already today. Most are getting
home from work or getting dinner ready for their families. I don’t like my chances of
getting someone before dark and after dark most people are unwilling to search for a
bird that is wild and uncontained. There is a lovely older volunteer half an hour from
you who could care for the ibis but she doesn’t drive so I really need to find someone
who can catch it and take it to her house. I am not sure how you would feel about trying
to catch the ibis? They are large birds and it can be quite intimidating, but they aren’t
aggressive and don’t bite or scratch.”
The man was disappointed but thanked me for this information and said, “Let me know
if you have any luck.”
Just ten minutes later he called me back to say, “My wife and I have just caught the ibis
ourselves. Can we have the carer’s address? We will take it to her now.”
He sounded very pleased and quite proud. I praised him effusively saying how brave
and kind he and his wife were and how appreciative I was. I also mentioned that his
actions prevented an injured bird from suffering and potentially being killed by
predators overnight.
A simple reframing of information, and an invitation to participate, led to a new and
better result for me as a wildlife volunteer, for the member of the public seeking help
for wildlife, and certainly for an injured ibis in a Sydney park.
My hope for this thesis is that it will help wildlife volunteers who are ready and willing
to reframe information and ask the public for help. With this in mind, I developed a
handbook that translates the main findings of my research into practical
recommendations. With the support of Wildlife Heroes and the Foundation for National
Parks & Wildlife, it will be widely distrusted and freely available to all wildlife
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volunteers in Australia. I hope you’ll find value in Communicating with Humans: a guide
for animal people. More importantly, I hope wildlife volunteers will.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Wildlife hotline callers – survey
Q1 (Insert name of group) has partnered with the University of Otago and the Wildlife
Heroes program to run a short survey for wildlife rescue callers. Would you be happy
to answer a few questions? The survey will take approximately two minutes.
Please disregard this invitation if you are a wildlife carer or veterinary staff
member.

o Yes, happy to participate (4)
o No thanks, maybe next time (5)
Skip To: End of Survey If (insert name of group) has partnered with the University of
Otago and the Wildlife Heroes p... = No thanks, maybe next time

Display This Question:
If (insert name of group) has partnered with the University of Otago and the Wildlife
Heroes p... = Yes, happy to participate
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Q2 How did you find out about this service?

o I have called before (1)
o Word of mouth (2)
o Internet search (3)
o Veterinary hospital (4)
o Other (5)

Q3 If you were looking for general wildlife information (apart from wildlife rescue)
where would you get that information?
________________________________________________________________

Q4 Do you know if wildlife rescuers are paid staff or volunteers?

o Not sure (1)
o Volunteer (2)
o Paid staff (3)
o A mix of both (4)
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Q5 Would you pay a small fee or make a donation, in return for this service?

o Yes, definitely (1)
o Maybe (2)
o No (3)

Q6 Have you ever considered becoming a wildlife carer?

o Definitely yes (1)
o Probably yes (2)
o Maybe (3)
o Probably not (4)
o Definitely not (5)
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Q7 How important do you think it is to have a wildlife rescue service in Australia?
(Where 0 is 'not important' and 10 is 'extremely important')

o 0 (0)
o 1 (1)
o 2 (2)
o 3 (3)
o 4 (4)
o 5 (5)
o 6 (6)
o 7 (7)
o 8 (8)
o 9 (9)
o 10 (10)

Q8 Has your view on the importance of wildlife rescue services changed as a result of
the recent bushfire crisis?

o I value wildlife rescue more now (1)
o I feel the same way about wildlife rescue (3)
o Wildlife rescue is less important to me now (4)
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Q9 Did you donate to WIRES or another wildlife charity in response to the bushfire
crisis?

o No (1)
o Prefer not to say (4)
o Yes, WIRES (2)
o Another wildlife group or charity (please type in name of group if known) (6)
________________________________________________

Q10 Would you be interested in taking part in a longer interview to share your views on
wildlife rescue?

o No thanks (1)
o Yes, feel free to contact me by email to organise a phone interview (enter email
address below) (2) ________________________________________________
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Appendix B: Interview protocol – semi-structured interviews

Research project : How do wildlife rescue ‘users’ perceive wildlife and wildlife
rescue?
Interviewees: People who have recently called a wildlife rescue service for assistance
Main reseach question: How can wildlife rescue services improve engagement with
the public?
Hi, how are you, thank you for your time.
I emailed you an information sheet, have your read it? Any questions about that? Before
starting the interview I will need you to sign a consent form. Your participation is
voluntary and anonymous. You can withdraw at any time or decide not to answer any
question. This interview will be recorded and transcribed but will be then be deleted. No
personal information will be used or published.
Start of the interview – recording
Question/probe
Demographic questions

Theme
Background

Do you own a pet?
Do you fish or hunt?
Are you or have you ever been a wildlife volunteer, animal
worker or scientist?
How long have you lived in Australia? (all life or __ years)
Q. When did you first hear about wildlife rescue?
p. Can you recall how long ago, how did you hear about it,

Wildlife rescue
knowledge

in what context?
Q. How did you know who to call to help with your recent
wildlife rescue call?
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p. Where did you find the phone number, how did you
decide who to call
Q. Where do you get general information about wildlife?
E.g. - identification of a species, whether something is
harmful
p. Who/what is a trusted source of info
p. Any website or expert in particular?
Q. Do you follow any wildlife rescue groups or sites
online?
Q. What comes to mind when you picture a typical wildlife
rescuer or carer?
p. What do they look like, how do they act, what traits do
they have?
Q. How do you think wildlife rescue should be funded?
p. Members pay themselves, users pay, donations,
government or corporate funding?
Q. Why did you call a wildlife rescue service recently?
p. What was the experience like? Did the call resolve the

Wildlife rescue
experience

issue? Would you call them again?
Q. Have you ever rescued wildlife yourself without the
need to call a rescue hotline?
p. What was that like, what did you do, how did you know
what to do?
Q. What is your most memorable Australian wildlife
moment?

Wildlife values &
behaviour

p. How did it make you feel
Q. Do you support any wildlife or animal welfare causes?
p. Have you donated time or money, written a letter or
signed a petition?
Q. How did the recent bushfires influence your feelings
and behaviour towards wildlife?
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p. How did you feel about the impact on wildlife, how did
you respond?
Q. Is there a wildlife-related image from the recent
bushfires that has stuck in your mind?
p. Can you describe the image? How does/did the image
make you feel? (Can you email me the image after this call?
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Appendix C: Coding Manual
Theme

Sub-theme

Description

Example
comment

Awe of wildlife in

Descriptions of

Hearing dingoes

nature

wildlife

howl, I didn't see

experiences that

them, but I heard

inspired awe and

them. And in the

wonder

morning we had a
lot of footprints
and puppy prints
around our
campsite.

Connection with

Descriptions of

Our wallaby, we get

individual animals

personal

four, five of them

connection with

that hang around in

individual native

our neck of the

animals including

woods here they've

feeding

all got their names

Nature experience

and their
personalities and,
you know, some
have got young
children or little
joeys.
Injured wildlife

Descriptions of

In terms of

most memorable

most memorable

memorable to be

wildlife encounters

honest, the

involving injured

memorable

wildlife

experiences tend to
be bad ones, like
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hitting a kangaroo
driving at night.
People care

Comments

I think most people

expressing public

have a love of their

care for wildlife

wildlife because it

issues

is unique and
makes us so
Australian

People don’t care

Comments

And people just

expressing public

have such a

Public attitudes to

lack of care for

disregard for the,

wildlife

wildlife issues

you know, the trees
and the wildlife and
that sort of thing.

People lack

Comments about

There’re so many

knowledge

public lack of

people that don't

knowledge of

know anything

wildlife issues

about nature,
would have no idea
what's actually
living out there.

Wildlife

Internet

information

Interviewee seeks

I would Google it; I

general wildlife

don’t have a

information from

particular source

the internet
Wildlife

Interviewee seeks

The Irwins and

organisation

general wildlife

National

information from a

Geographic

wildlife rescue

(television

organisation or zoo

programs)
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Other

Interviewee seeks

I’ve got (fact)

general wildlife

sheets on my

information from

fridge.

other sources (not
internet or wildlife
rescue
organisation)
Helping wildlife

Examples of

I've collected a few

myself

instances where

animals off the

interviewee

road. Mostly birds.

rescued wildlife

So, I think a galah,

without the need

some magpies.

for formal

There's also an

assistance

echidna one night
that I collected off
the road that had
just been clipped
by a car.

Rescue

Vets

References to

And there's some

commercial

vets who give their

veterinary

time for free,

practices in

basically. And I

relation to wildlife

think there should

rescue

be more support
for vets to provide
wildlife care.

I would if I could

Expression of

I wish I knew what

interest in helping

I was doing. It's

with wildlife

always at the

rescue, but inability wrong end of the
to do so

day or too early or
on the weekends
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or, you know,
everyone's busy.
You can't just walk
away from them
you know, it’s
hard.
Positive

Positive views of

I'm kind of

wildlife carers

entranced and
touched by and
humbled a little bit
by the sheer
dedication and
commitment and
also sacrifice.

Negative

Negative views of

And I think wildlife

wildlife carers

carers are

Wildlife carers

obsessed. And
they're strange, it
doesn't mean to say
they're nasty
people or not good
people. It's just
they're single issue
people.
Neutral

Neutral views of

Some choose not to

wildlife carers

work, forego
money

Always known

Comments

I have always

Wildlife rescue

about wildlife

reflecting lifelong

known about

groups

rescue

awareness of the

WIRES, you see the
signs out on the
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existence of wildlife country road and
rescue groups

all that when you
are driving, about
injured wildlife.

User satisfaction

Comments related

Very helpful and

to user satisfaction

nothing was too

during interactions

much trouble

with wildlife rescue
groups

Marketing and

Comments about

They have a real

comms need

the need for better

identity problem

marketing and
communications by
wildlife groups
Don’t want to

Comments about

There's no other

become an official

wanting to help

way you can

rescuer but want to

with wildlife rescue participate unless

help

in ways other than

you dedicate your

becoming a

whole week and it

member of a

and your house is

wildlife rescue

full of animals and

group.

your life is hard.
This is the one
model that's on
offer.
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Donations

Comments about
donations to

I don’t financially

wildlife rescue

support anybody

groups

full time because
I’m doing what I’m
doing for poor kids
in Australia at the
moment.
I gave more to
WIRES cause
they're very
prominent
I just couldn't
believe when they
said there were

Financial support

billions of animals
burnt. I know the
only practical thing
I could do was give
more money.
Funding needs to

Comments about

I do think there's

be well planned

need to have

obviously room to

strategic funding

professionalise the

and fundraising

fundraising

Government or

View that wildlife

I do think there's a

industry funding

rescue should be

strong argument

government funded for a base level of
government
funding, and I get
the impression
from what I
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understand, that
that's not usually
the case.
Inequality of

Comments about

Donation

funding

uneven distribution behaviour focused
of funds and

on larger national

donations to

groups during fires

wildlife rescue
groups in normal
times and during
the Black Summer
bushfires
Rather give time

Comments about

I got lots of

than money

willingness to give

corporates to

time rather than

donate money and

money to support

materials during

wildlife rescue

the fires

groups
Uncertainty about

Comments

I'm going to be

current funding

expressing

honest, I'm not sure

uncertainty about

what the model is

wildlife rescue is

at the moment. If

funded

it's all just public
donations or if they
get any
government
funding.

Emotional reaction
Bushfires

Descriptions of

It had a really bad

emotions felt

impact on me

during the Black

watching, you

Summer bushfires

know, all the
wildlife and the
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bushland get
destroyed. That
was pretty
heartbreaking.

Increased

Observations of

Prior to that, you

awareness

increased

know, Australian

awareness of

wildlife weren't

wildlife and

getting enough

environmental

attention. Land was

issues during the

getting cleared.

Black Summer

You've got logging,

bushfires

development or
whatever. And then
the fires just
exacerbated that
for us.

Loss

Descriptions of

I guess it really just

what was lost

reinforced how

during the Black

vulnerable

Summer bushfires

Australian wildlife
is.

Media imagery

Descriptions of

You always see the

imagery used by

koala one, the lady

the media during

who ripped her top

the Black Summer

off and was trying

bushfires

to save that little
koala but I don't
think it survived in
the end, it was just
too badly burnt.
And just her face,
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you know, that
distress on those
faces of the
people. for a
woman to rip her
top off and try and
save an animal and
be upset at the
same time. It's
pretty heroic.
Provoked action

Descriptions of

And this is the time

environmental

when we need it

action and

the most in

donation provoked

people's thoughts

by the Black

to keep planting

Summer bushfires

trees, to keep
volunteering, to
keep, you know,
helping everyone
out
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